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SEL1OTgD RSPONS OF FIVE ¡N7.N '10 A SUCOSION 
OJI Off ILD DXR1C'1VB$ IN E014E MÂ4 HOUSES 

I. STATh11T OF PROBL4 

The problem of this study la to explore possible effects on 

ftye infants of a succ.sstou of persons caring for them in the Home 

Management House situation. 

Some research has been done aM is being continued on the problem 

of the effect of maternal deprivation and separation on the infant 

and young child. Less is own about the effect on an infant of a 

succession of persons caring for him or the effect of lack of 

continuity in care. 

The respOnses of the infants selected for study were those 

contained in daily records of bowel movements and number of bottle 
feedings for each infant. The following questions were explored: 

1. Do these f ive infanta show different responses to 

child dimctor depending on the order in which the child 

directors take responsibility for child caro in th e group? 

I.e., te there a different response to the first, seconde aM 

80 On, child director in each group? Differences here may 

indicate a response to the change of groups. Do the responses 

of individual infante differ here? Infants may react in 

different ways to changing groups. 

2. Do these infants show changes in response from the 

first through the last day of care by individual child 

directors? Changes here may indicate a response to changing 



1Mi?idua1 within a group. They may aleo reflect differencee 

in individua). child dtr.ctors, as well as individual nfan' e 

responses. 

3. What relation is there between the infants' feeding and 

bowel movement recorde while in the caro of each child director? 

Do the records indicate greater ariabi1ity in one area than 

the other, or do the two vary together? Individual infants 

may vary in the way they show reaction to change. 

L. Are there differences in these fire infants' responsee 

in these respects to students who are rated by their peers as 

"comfortable" to be with and conrpetent in child care or as the 

reverse? Is there any relation between students' ratings of 

each other and the infants' responses to these students? Being 

cared for by a ettocassion of people may depend on who the people 

are. 

5. Do the infants' responses differ between time spent 

in the Home Management House and time spent in a home during 

college vacation periods? The Home Management Houac has six 

or seven adults and the home oniy one or two. Difference in 

response here may reflect the difference in situations. What 

effect does this change in environment have on the infants' 

bowel movements and on feeding? 

6. What individual differences are shown by the infants 

in these responses? 
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7. What i the effect of a euccession of child. directors 

over a erod of time? Do responses differ with increase in 

chronological age aid/or longer time in the Home Management 

House? 



Ix. mxiw oy LItiU 

Workexø in my i9CipltflE9 today e *gie ou the taportance 

of the firt year of life. One of the important factor8 in tht 

first rear is the relation of the infant to a mother or mother-figure 

who satisfies his basic needs. In addition to the physical needs of 

a dependent infant which mist be ministered to, there are the smotion- 

al needs. 

Some describe the infant's first basic emotional need as a need 

for affection or a feellag of security. Thikeon in his deseriDtion 

of the Growth Crt8ie "Healths' Iersons1ttt' in an spi- 

genetic diagram states, "For the first component of a healthy 

personality I nominate a sense of basic trust, which I think is an 

attitude toward oneself and the world derived from the exoeriences 

of the first year of life (2, i.190). The author further states, 

"At amy rate the psychiatrists, obstetricians, pediatricians, and. 

anthropologists to whom the writer feels closest, today would 

agree that the firm establishment of enduring patterns for the 

balance of basic trust over basic mistrust is the first task of the 

budding ersonality and therefore first of all a task for maternal 

care's (2, p.195). 

Studies on the effect of maternal deprivation and. separation 

have been compiled and reported by Bowlby in jernal Car and Mental 

ea1th. The most impressive aspect of the aany sties is that 

workers in different countries, often unaware of the related research 
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of others, hare r&,che3. cono1uon which conftr M swyport each 

other. Thy make t p1in that, when deprt'reO. of rterua1. care, 

the child' e development ii a1umt aiwayfi retarded -phecz11y, 
intellectuaUy, nd oc1a11r - axil that yxnptoin of pbysca1 and. 

mental tIlneßs L2a7 aDr1ear0 (1, p.15). The author further states, 

"The evidence suggests that three somewhat different experiences can 

each produce the affectionlese and reychorathic character: 

(a) lack of any opportunity for foriitng an attachment to 

a mother-figxre during the first three years (Powderrnaker, 

Bender, Lowrey, Goldfarb); 

(b) d.eprivatîon for a limited period - at least three 

months end probably more than six - during the first three or 

four years (Bowiby, Spitz and. Wolf); 

( c) changeB froi one mother-f1gire to another during the 

sanie period (Levy and. others)t$ (i, p.Li'7). 

Lithough there is a growing body of reeearch on naterna1 der1- 

Yation and. separation, much lees te 1iown about the effect on the 

infant of a succession of persone caring for him. The Home Management 

House situation affords an opportunity to exlore thia area. 

There have been eight Mastere' theses related to this area, 

seven of which focue on the development and. condition of Home Manage- 

ment House infante. Of these seven theses, the first was completed. 

in 1928, and. the laet was como1eted. in 1939. 

The study by Paulus at Cornell University in 1928 compared one 

infant in the Home Management House to three infants in their own 



homes. Phica1 act yci1ogica1 ezathnattons based on OEeeell 

developmental schethilee were given the infante. The Home Management 

House iDfaM was ranked third. of the four infanta on phrsioa1 cornIl- 

tion at the beginning of the study and first of the four infante at 

the end of the study. He was ranked third of the four infants on 

the psychological examinations at all chronological ages reported. 

A group of four theses was done at Iowa State College from 

1929 to 1931+. McLauchlin found that the four Home Management House 

infants as a group excelled the groups in boarding homes and in the 

orphanage in every aspect that was studied« (6, p.1). These aspects 

included physical condition, intelligence quotleut, and developmental 

traits suggested by Gesell in his book, nfanc Thian. Growth. 

Simpson compared four Home Management House infants with four 

infante from homes rated below average and four infante from homes 

rated above average. Behavior items suggested by Gasoil and bi- 

w.ekiy observations were need. to rate the infants. The tentativa 

conclusions drawn from the data were that the Home Management House 

infants as a group were slightly superior in motor development to 

the infants in both control groupe somewhat inf*rior to both of the 

control groupe In laniage development and. adaptive behavior, slightly 

superior to the children from Ma-professional homes in personal- 

social behavior and slightly inferior to the infante from professional 

hoaes in personal-social behavior. 

Three Home Management House infants were studied by 
Pralle 

'sing diary records kept by stadents in the Houses and the writer, 
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an1 reu1tß from performance, phyBical aM ionta1 tests. The infante' 

development was compared with normative summaries g&von by Geiell 

and fenton. The findings wore that the three infants were either 
quite euperior or above a,erae in Eysia1 dee1opment; the infants 

were average or ahoye in motor deo1opment and in personal-social 

behavior; in linguistic deYelopment and. adaptive 
behavior1 one of the 

infants was below average, on was average anö. one was above average. 

The writer concluded, 'There were no emotional disturbances dne to a 

rotating personnel wtthin a group remaining six weeks in the houses - 
neither were there any disturbances when the group changedt (8, p. 

Knockel compared sixteen children who had formerly been Eome 

Management Houes infants and were thon in foster homes with children 

who had entered foster homes from institutions. These children 

ranged in age from two years to seven years, ten months. She con- 

cluded that the Home Management House infante were more extroverted, 

ahowed some superiority in Intelligence, and rated somewhat higher 

in hyeical traits. 

Lyle at Oregon State College in 1939, studied three Home Manage- 

ment House infants, using Shirley's standards and methods supplemented 

with other standards. Using the records kept on the infants Lyle 

found that food habits varied, but there were satisfactory gains 

in weight; elimination varied, but 3* the opinion of a physician it 
was normal; sleep for the most part fell between standards; weight 

for height ratios tended to follow the downward trend of the 

standard; the infants' locomotor development compared favorably 
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with Shirley' s median; teeth eruption was c1e1ayai from one to three 
months In two of the three canee; vocalization wae slightly tri 

advarice of Shirley's me.1an; the infants were moro social than the 
median tendency of Shirley's group. The infants seemed to be sone- 
what retarded early in the ar and more advanced at the end. of the 
year In comparison with Shirley's median scores. 

Jones at Cornell in 1931 studied the guidance procedures used 

by eighteen practice heise 'mother&' with an infant, BJ. Two 

findings reported by Jones are: There appeared to be little 
change in the social factor of B.J.'s daily situations for periods 
of four or fiye days. There was, however a considerable variance 
at the time of changing student mothers End again when the six girls 
of one block left and six new students entered the environment. 

:B.J. appeared to be influenced somewhat by each change in mother 

and. significantly by each chitge in a block-group" (3 , p. 9 ). 

During an individual mother period, there frequently was marked 

irrmrovement from the first to the last day. In the blocks, with the 
exception of one mother, improvement in verbal directions used was 

noticeable from the first through the sixth student mother. There 

was no evidence that thie imnrovement continued. from arie block to 
ainother' (, p.9). 

Pour of these theses show the Home Management House infants to 
be average or above average In physical health. One thesis hovs 
the Honte Management House infants exceeded boarding home infants 
and. institution &nfnts in every aspect studied. Two of the studies 
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show the Honte Management House infantß a little intd*r t. hos. 

infantø in adaptte behavior and. langua aeYetepmøflt øth about 

aTrage by Geøefl standards in adaptiYe behaior arid 1anguse develtvr- 

nezìt. ?rall of Iowa State College and. Sones of Cornell Urivera1ty 

eern to contradict each other on concluatons reached about the effect 

of a succeeston of chi13 dtrector on the lnfaut. Prall conclu8ed 

that "there were no enottona1 d.isturbence& (8, p i ) wtth change in 

child directors or groups. Jones concluded that the infant was 

influenced somewhat by each change in moth*r and significantly by 

esch change in a block group. 
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III. METhOD OF P1tOCEDUB 

A. Setting 

The study wa carried on in the Home Management Huee at Oregon 

State College. At preeent there are two Home Haxiagement Houses at 
Oregon State College: Kent Hou.se and Witheombe House. zperience 
with an infant, ae part of the Home Maflagement House experience, 
has been offered at Oregon State College eince 1918, probabi the 
longest consecutive period of time for any college in the cont. 

Participation the Home Managenent House program has been 

required. for Home ]iconornics students since 1926. Iil Home conomics 

students, except those who are married. and maintaining a home of 
their own in town, live in a Ftouse usuaily at some time during their 
senior year. Por this they enroll in a five-credit eourse Home 

Administration A45O. Prerequisite courses are Family Life 312: Child 

Development, and Home AdMnis tration 3140: Management in Family 

Liying. The group in th* Rouse is usually composed of six students 
who live there for half of the quarter together with resident 
advisor. 

Assignment of jobs in the House is done on a system of rotation. 
The student who is the first child. director usually volunteers for 
that job at the time of the piamning meeting. The job of child 
director entails full care of the infant, including the kerning of 
daily records, under the giiidance of a resident advisor. when the 
child director has a class, she arranges to have another student in 
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the House care far th8 lnfsnt during her absence. A room in tb* 

Home Maneeinent House is equipDed Thr the infant. The i1d dirctor 

occupies an adjacent room. 

During the time this study was carried on the advisor in each 

House was a graduate student, who had had teaching experience and 

was currently engaged in graduate work in Home conomics. The 

advisors haie regular conferences with the director of the Haine 

Management Hauses to discuss problems and relationshtps in the 

Hauses. The director is a full-time staff member with whom the 

advisors take a seminar course in their first quarter of residence. 

The resident advisors are in the Houses through the year and offer 

the infant the possibility for some type of continuouø relationship 

with one person. During the period of the study the infants 

living in the Hauses caine from an institution in 
Portland1 Oregon, 

which is a residential nursery eupaorted in art from Community 

Chest fu.nds. Two requisites for taking the infante are good physical 

health of the infant and parental consent that the infant be placed 

in the Home Management House. 

The infant is given periodic 'ohysical examinations by a local 

pediatricta*, which are recorded by the child director. 1* oase 

of any illness of the tnfant, the child director records pertinent 

information on a srecial form fo that purpose. ach child director 

is requested to recent the intent's weight and temperature at laut 

once during her time as child director. 

During the period of this study a sociometric questionnaire was 
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used with each group of studentB at the beginning and at the end of 

their period. of restdence ii the House. Two items frofl the a*stion- 

maire adininietered. at the end of the period copriee the socioetric 
data used in this study. The items were desied to discover attitudes 
of students toward each other in respect to competency as child 

director and degree to which they felt comfortable with one another. 

B. Sample 

The five infants studied were in the &me Management Houses at 

Oregon State College during the school years of l953-514 and 195k-5. 

The sample consisted of four boys and one girl in the care of 103 

child directors. The 
infantes their ages on entering and. leaving 

the Home Management Houses and the number of child directors cariig 

for each were: 

Number of 
Age at Age at Child Directors Infant ]ntertn house Leaving Uose Carine for Infant 

Martin 7 weeks, k days 142 weeks, days 37 
Carl 7 weeks, 6 days 33 weeks, 5 days 18 
Robin 6 weeks, 2 days 17 weeks, 3 days 13 
Duncan 20 weeks, 6 days 36 weeks, O days 17 
Patty 7 weeks, 2 days 21 weeks, k days 18 

C. Daily Records on Intent 

The daily records kept by each child. director while the infant 
was in her care Include the following items: time and amount of food 

taken; time and length of sleep; number of bowel movements; comments 

on day's activities 8nd health record, (weight, height, temperature 
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and others). 

The two ttem selected as reflecting poestble responses of the 

infanta to change are the number of bowel movements aM the consump- 
tion of formula or milk. The items hEve been considered in these 

ways for each infant: 

1) Mean number of bowel movements per day. 

2) Range in number of bowel movements per day. 

:3) Mean number of ounces of formula. or mi1c consumed pr 4ay. 
LiS) 1ange in number of ounces of tOmu1a O? milk conenmed 

per day. 

5) flean number of ounces of formula or milk consumed Der 

feeding. 

6) 1nge in number of feedings per day. 

ch of these six items has been considered by periods with 

each individual child 
directors each group neriod the total time 

in the Home Management House, and time srent in a home during college 

vacation periods. 

The data on bowel movements was anelyzed with reference to the 

child director's chronological position in the group, i.e., the first 

child director in each gmup, the second child director in each group, 

and so on. The mean was also analyzed by days with each child 

director, as first day with all directors, second day, and so on. 

The mean number of ounces per feeding was considered by individual 

child directors but not by chronological position of the child direc- 

tors in the group * 
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D. Sociometric Data 

Resu.1t from tio of the questione in the ociometr1c question- 

naire adminlstered at the end of each grown's residence in the Hone 

Mane4einent House were included. in this etudy ta exT1ore the pos- 

ibi1ity of a relation between stud.ents' ratings by their peers sM 

the infents' msponse to the stu.dent as ohild director. 
The questions used were: 

Q.uestiou two - I would feel !nost comfortable about leaving 

the baby in the care of _____________ 
question ton - HOn leaving the House, i fsol most comfortable 

(relaxed, like to be with) with the girls as 

follows: (In.icate where you would place each 

girl on the following scalo from least- 
comfortable-with to most-comfortable-with). ft 

Results from each of these two questions were compared with each 

of the six responses of the infants by periods with each individual 
child director to determine whether or not there was a relation 
between sociometric data and infant responses. 
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¡y. RULTS 

Â. Case I - 

Martin was born on August 8, 1953, and entered Withycombo House 

on September 30, 1953, at the age of seven weeks end four days. At 

this tinie his weight was recorded as eleven pound.s and. ton ounces. 

4artin was examiDed by a local ediatrician ou October 2 1953. He 

remained in Withcombe House, except during college vacatons, until 

June 3, 1954, a period of thirty-five weeks. On June 3 195k, when 

he was forty-two weeks and. five days of aie, Martin was returied to 

the institution tu Portlar41 whore he Is at this writing. During his 

stay in Wtthyeombe House, Martin was cared or by six groups of 

studente, or a total of thirty-seven child dir.ctor U*der the 

supervision of one resident advisor. 

1. Records of Moents 

a. Mean Nuaber Dai1 Bowel MoyemensL 

b1e 1. Mean Number of Daily Bowel Movements for Martin 
with 33 Child Directors. 

ist 2nd. 3rd. 1i.th 6th 7th 

I I 2.50 1.50 2.17 2.67 2.17 1.80 
y ii 1.57 1.67 1.83 2.00 1.60 117 1.33 
w i 2.67 :3.33 3.67 3.33 3.00 2.33 
w II L.00 3.83 2.67 L..17 - - 
s X 3.0o 4.kO 3.00 3.00 2.80 3.17 
s ii 3.20 2.67 2.60 2.33 2.80 2,20 

*l refers to s1l t, W refers to Winter tei; S refers to $pr1 
term. 

: . 
J 

: 



The mean number of bowel rnovee,nt per day 1uring the total 

period Martin was in the HoTne Management House was 2.6e ThO lowest 

mean occurred In the tall or first quarter. Here it was l.8 The 

highest mesu was in the Wtter quarter when it wa 3.2. DurIng the 

Spring quarter lt was 2.9. 

The Wlnte quarter time showed a higher mean anti more variation 

than either of the other quartere. 

Diring Ohrlstmas vacation (records kept for l5 d.ays) the mean 

was 1.9, and. during Spring vacation (records kept for 10 days) it 

was 2.L. In the vacation pertos the mean was this lower than in 

the qiarter following the vacation perloi. 

The mean number of &ally bowel movements for the two vacation 

reriode was 2.1 as compared with 2.6 for the period Martin was living 

in the Home Management Hones itelf. 

In shifting from the House to being cared for in a home there 

was an increase of .1. In mean above that of preceding or Pall 

cjuarter. In shifting to the House (Winter quarter) after Christmas 

vacation there was an increase of 1.3 In the mean. In shifting to 

the home at the time of Siring vacation there was a decrease in the 

mean of .8, end in shifting to the Home Manaeuient House (Spring 

quarter) an increase in mean of .5 over that during the vacstiòfl 

period. The figures suggest some tendency for a smaller number of 

bowel movements per day for Martin when he was In a home. 

The mean number of daily bowel movements during the period 

11artln was cared. for by each of the 35 child directors for whom there 
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are recorde ranged from 1.17 to 4.kO. The nen of 1.17 occurred 

with the Bixth chi13. director In the second grou.p of Fall term. 

The mean of L.4O occurred with the second child director In the 

firet group of Spring term. 

The records kept by each child director were considered by days. 

The mean number of bowel movements Nartin had on the first and each 

sucoeedinß day with 35 child directora is presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Mean Number of Daily Bowel Movements for Martin 
with 35 Child Directors Considered by Days. 

ist Da 2nd D&y rd Day th Day th Day 6th Da 

2.77 2.$9 286 2.33 2.58 
- 

- 

The lowest mean number of bowel movements per day was 2.33 on the 

fourth day of care by a child director. The highest mean number of 

bowel movements per day was 2.86 on the third day of care by a child 

director, with another high point on the first da (2.77). The fifth 

andsixthdays were about the same with means of 2.58 and 2.5L, 

rerpectively. The figures suggest that there may be a tendency for 
Martin to Itsettle down' in the last three days of care by each child 

director as indicated by munber of bowel movements. 

The mean number of daily bowel movements during the time Martin 

was in the care of each child director was tabulated by grouping the 
child directors according to the order in which each cared for Martin, 
i.e., the first child directors in all groupe and. each successive 

e}ii14 director in all groups. 



Table 3. Mean Number of Daily Bowel Movemente for 
Martin:with 3L Chïld Directors by Poeition 
as Child Director. 

ii lt C.D. 2up C.D. Ird. Ô.D. 4th C.D. tiiC.D. &t1 C.i) 

}I**zi 2.89 2.90 2,66 2.92 2.47 2.13 

Mean of thes means ii 2.66. 

The lowest mean number of daily bowel movements (2.13) occurred 

while Martin was in the cere of the child directors who came in sixth 

position, while the next lowest point (2.13'7) occurred while Martin 

was in the care of the child directors who came fifth. The highest 

mean number of daily bowel movements (2,92) occurred with the fourth 

child directors. The means occu.rrizg while Martin was in the care 

of the first and second child directors were about the same as with 

the 
fourths being 2.89 and 2.90 res!,ectiYely; while that occurring 

with the third child director was slightly lower, 2.66. This is 
the same figure as that of the aYerage of the means for all six 
groups. 

b. Bane in Number Bowel Movernents 

Table 4. Lowest and Highest Number of Daily Bowel Movements 
Recorded for Martin during Care by 35 Child 
Directors in 6 Groupe. 

- 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5h 6th7th Grow* C.D. C.D. C.. C.D. C.D. C.D. Cj. 
T I 2-3 0-2 2-3 l-5 l-3 l-3 
P II l-3 0-3 1-3 1-3 1-3 0-2 0-2 
w z 2-3 2-k l-5 2-5 1-5 2-3 
w Ii 3-6 2-5 2-14. 3-5 - - 
s X 2-k 3-5 2-4 2-4 2-3 2-4 
s ii l-5 2-3 2-4 1-3 2-3 1-3 

1 refers t Tall term W refers to, Winter trmi S refers ta Sprint term. 
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Records for Martin on bowel movements were available from 35 

child directors. In 2 caseø the records were iiconp1ete so could 

not be used. Records kett on nwnber of bowel iovements per day for 
Martin ehowed that the nimber ranged froni C to 6. The range which 

occurred most freqttently (8 timee) during the period he wae being 

cared for by an individual child director was from 1 to 3 or a range 

of 2. The emallest range in number of daily bowel movernente during 

one period was between i and Z, or a range of 1. The greatest 

range was between i eM 5 or a range of i4 This varistion occurred 

during ¿4 different periods, when he was cared for by the fourth child 

director in the first group of Pall term, the third and fifth child 

directors in the first group of Winter term, and the first child 

director in the second group of Spring term. 

Variation in number of daily bowel moernents while the infant 
was being cared for by each of the 35 students may be summarized as 

follows: 

7 cases--range of J. 
Mode - 20 cases--range of 2 

cases--range of 3 
4 oases--range of 4 

Martints characteristic Dattern seems to be a variation of 2 in 

number of daily bowel movements during the period he was cared for 
by an individual child director. This range occurred 3 times in the 

first group of 6 students, 6 times in the second group which contained 

7 students, only once in the third grout of 6 students, twice in the 

growp in which only 4 cases were used, 5 times in the fifth group with 
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6 students, and. 3 tixnes in the last group of 6 etuclents. The varia- 

bility does not seem to change in anar coneis+.ent way with length of 

stay in the House, chronological ,ga or in relation to a vacation 

poriod for Martin. The secona h1f of 1'all qua.rter and the first 

half of Sprint quarter were the most oosistent, one following a 

vacation period and one not following a vacation period. (See Table LiV). 

A con arison was made between the range in the number of bowel 

movements that Martin had during the time he was in the Home Manage- 

ment House d during college vacation periods when he was in a 

home, as follows; 

Lowest and Highest Number of Daily Bowel Movemente Recorded 
by OEroupe in the Home Management House aM at Vacation Times. 

House Chrisbnaa Bouse Spring House 
FI PII (15 records) WI WI! (10 records) ST SIX 

0-5 0-3 l-2 1-5 2-6 2-3 2-5 1-5 

The data on ranges in Martin's number of dail7 bowel movements 

durIng the time with each group of studente covered a period of 

approximately L to 6 weeks for each group, The range in Martin's 

number of daily bowel movements was calculated on 15 daily records 

during Christmas vacation, and on 10 daily records for Sr;ring vaca- 

ti.on period. 

The ranges were smaller during Christmas and S,rimg vacations 

when he was cared for by ono person than during the periods of care 

by groups immediately preceding and succeeding the vacations. 

Martini s range in daily rnber of bowel movements for Ohrietmas and 
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Spring vacatona was 1, which is lower thas characteristic vr1a- 
tion of 2 wIth the child directore iMiu1dua11y. 

The recorde kept by each child director were considered by 

chronological position of ths child director lu eaeh group, i.e., the 

first and each succeeding child director in each group. The data on 

average range in uuber of daily bowel movements under all the first 
child directors the second child directors and so on are presented 
in Pable 5. 

Pable 5. Average Range in Number of Daily Bowel Movements for Martin with 3L Child Directors by Position 
as Child Dtrector. 

ist C.D. ÇrDr C D kh C.D th C 6th'&D. 
2.40 2.17 2.1? 240 2.00 1.60 

The s*11est average range In ininiber of daily bowel movements 

was 1.60 with the sixth child. directors, with another low point 
(2.00) occurring with the fifth child directors, based on material 
from 5 fifth end 5 sixth child dtrectors. The great*st average 

range in number of daily bowel movements was 2.50 with the fourth 
child directors, with another high point, (2.40) occurring with 
the first child directors. 

The figures may suggest a tendency for Martin to "ttle down" 

while he was in the care of the fifth and. sixth child directors as 

indicated by average range in daily number of bowel movements. 

A comparison between the range in number of daily bowel move- 

mente and the mean number of daily bowel movements with al]. child 
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iroctors according to chronological iosîtion in groups hOVS a 

tendency for Martin to have the smallest range and. the lowest iean 

with the fifth and sixth child. directors. 

If we can interpret a snialler mean and. range in number of daiI 
bowel nìoarnents as indicating a more established attex we nay 

conclude that these figuree euggest a tendency for Martin to settle 
down' in the care of the fifth and sixth child directors. 

In the care of the second wid third child directors, Martin had 

the range in daily rrumber of bowel rnoTements (2.17) closest to the 

overall 
means (2.1k). In the care of the third child directors, 

Martin had the mean daij ber of bev*i aoveinents (2.66) identical 
with the overall mean. 

In the care of the fourth child directors, Martin had both the 

highest mean daily number of bowel movements arid the grea test range 

in daily number of bowel movements. There seems to be a difference 

in Martin's resonse with different child directors daoending ou the 

order in which they cared for him. 

The Appendix contains a graph which gives the number of bowel 

movements each day for each of the five tnfante by chronological 

age in weeks and. days. 'or Martin, there seems to be an absence 

of established pattern in number of bowel movements per day except 

for the slight trend toward. a smaller range in number of bowel 

movements in the latter tart of care by an individual child dtreetor 

and with the last child directors in the group. 
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o. Soolornetric Patins 

The ecores recel?ed by students on soctometric ratings described 

earlier were considered in relation to the bowel movement records 

of the infant while he was in their care. Scores on question two, 

H1 would feel most comfortable about leaving the baby in the care 

of indicated how the students felt about each 

other in the role of child director. 

A coarison between scores on ques tian two end the meen number 

of bowel movements per day seems to suggest little relation between 

the two factors. 

Of the f ive students receiving the highest scores in their groeps 

on question two, four were students in whose care Martin had a mean 

higher than the gupß means; with one student, the mean was lower 

than the group' s mean. 

Of the fourteen students receIving zero score on questian two, 

seven were students in whose care Martin had a mean number of bowel 

movements above the groups' means; with six students the mean was 

below the groupe' means, and with one, the mean was equal to the 

group's mean. 

There seems to be no consistent relation between the range in 

number of bowel movements pu' day and the scores on question two. 

of the five child directors receiving the highest scores in 

their group on question two1 two were students in whose care Martin 

had a range in number of bowel movements above the groupe' average 
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range; i4th two students, the range was below the groupe' average 

ranges, and. with one, the range was equal to the grotip's average 

range. 

Of the fourteen students receiving zero score on c1ueetion two, 

six were students in whose care Martin had a range in number of bowel 

movements below the groups' average range; with four students, Martin 

had. a rsnge equal to the groups' average ranges, and with four 

students, the range was above the groups' average ranges. 

In question ten each student was asked to rate the other 

students in the group in the order in which ehe felt comfortable 

with each from most comfortable to least comfortable. Â comparison 

between scores on question ton and. the mean number of bowel move- 

monts per day seemed to suggest little relation between the two 

factors. 

Of the five students receiving the highest scores in their 
groups on question ten, three were students inwhose care Martin 

had. a mean zrnmber of bowel movements below the groups' means; wth 
two students, the moan was higher than the grours' means. 

Of the five students receiving the lowest scores in their groups 

on question ten, three were studente in whose care Martin had a mean 

xnmber of bowel movements above th e groups' With two students, 

the mean was below the groups' means. 

A comparison between scores on question ten and the range in 

number of bowel movements seems to show little relation between the 

two factors, 

Of the five students receiving the highest scores in their 
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groups on question ten, two were students in whose care Martin had a 

rge in w»nber of bowel moement equal to the groupet average 

ranges; with two students the range was greater than tb groups' 

average range8, and with one stMent the range was ma11er than the 

group's average range. 

Of the five stud.ents receting the lowest scores in their groups 

on question ten, three vere students in whose cere Martin had. a range 

in imniber of bowel movements below the average ranges; with 

two stents the range was above the groups average ranges. 

There seems to be little relation between scores on questions 

two aM ten and the mean or range in number of bowel mov*ents, based 

on material for Martin. 

2. Reco:xds 91 7eed.iAE 

a. Mean Nwber Onces er 

b1.* 6. Mean Nwnber of Ounces of Milk Per Day Recorded 
for Martin by 36 Child Directors in 6 Groups. 

iBt 
L 

3rd Z3th 5th 6th 7th 
G2.OUD* Ç.D. Q.D. cj: CL C.D., C.D. 

X - 24.2 31.3 3O 31.8 33.0 
:r ix 30,0 35.0 30.3 30Z4. 3L75 32,17 28.70 
w I 28.0 2Ll.88 30.5 2.Li2 25.07 20.63 
w ii 28.3 22.5 18.8 26.4 16.i 22.7 
s I 19.92 214..00 19.9 24.63 16.9 16.014. 
s ii 23.3. 20.2 17.1+ 15.0 18.7 18.2 

*F refers to Pall tern; W refers te Winter tern; S refers to Spring 
t e. 

:. i r 1 



Th xn.n nubr of oinc oonit dsil7 by Martin durtrg th 

time hø Wa in the care f 36 child. directo rned from 15.0 to 

35.0. Th iean of 15.0 cccinred. with the fourth child director in 

the eecond. group of Srtng terri. The nean of 35.0 oecirred with the 

3ec0Ud. child director in the *econd. croup of Fali te. (3eo 

Table 6) 

Table 7. )4en br oi Ouiceg of Milk per 1*y Recorded for 
Martin by Groua in the Home Mnaemeat house nM 
at Vacation Timee. 

Home -- Home 
House Christmas House Spring House 
aU (14 Recorde Winter (10 ecord) Sr1n 

31.00 27.61 Tern 24.35 28.40 Term 19.50 
Group I 30.14 Group I 26.25 Group I 20.23 
Group II 31.62 Group II 22.45 Group II 18.77 

The mean number of ounces consumed daily by Martin during the 

total period spent in the Home Management House was 24.95. The 

lowest mean by teens (19.50) occurred in the Spriiig or last tern. 

The highest mean was in the Yell term when it 31 . 00. Thiring the 

Winter quarter it was 24.35. These figures indicate a decreasing 

conaumìtion of milk by Martin with increase in chronological ae 

aM/or longer stay in the House. 

Thiring Cbristas vacation (based on 114. records) the meai was 

27.61, and during Spring ,acation (based on 10 records) it was 28,40. 

tri both vacation periods, the mean number of ounces per da was thus 

higher than in the group and term following the vacation periods. 

(See Table 7) 



The mean number of ounces conimed. da1y by Mart5.n thiring the 

two vacation per5.od8 was 27.94 as compared. with 214.95 for the period 

Martin wa living in the Home Management House. In resDect to meen 

number of bowel moveiente per day, on the other hand, Martin had. a 

smaller number during the vaoation periods than during the total 

period in the Home Management House. 

The mean number of ounces per day consumed by Martin during the 

time he was in the care of each child director was tabulated by 

grouping the child directors according to the order in which each 

cared for Martin, i.e, the first child directors in ali groups and 

al]. successive chIld directors in all groups. The differenees were 

small here, all means being within 2 ounces of each other 

Table 8. Mean Daily Number of Ounces of Milk Beported for 
Martin by 35 Ohild DIrectors by Position as Child 
Director 

ïstq. nd C D. Ird. Q.Dft 1h C.D. th C D 6th C D 

25,86 25.13 Z.7O 25.88 23,89 23.79 

The lowest mean daily number of ounces (23.79) was consumed by 

Martin while he was in the care of the child di rectors who came in 

sixth position, while the highest mean number of ounces (25.88) 

occurred while Martin was in the care of the child. directors who 

came fourth. 

During the time Martin was in the care of the sixth child d.irec- 

tore, he consumed the lowest mean number of ounces per day and had 

the lowest mean number of bowel movements. Daring the time Martin 
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bowel ot3. de th&t ith a or ifl 
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nuz1*z? of bOil eent 

£ conttrison of th stuent z'etiigs on quetio tvo ¿esetibea 

earir, d th en nwabor f uncea por 8.y cnøwed by flaittn 

to iov no ttint elaUon. Of the f C14 dirsetore 
.c*idn« the htgh.*t rtig in thotr rous on queetion two, three 

were etmtants in wioa cere ì,rt.n çAut1 th lowut *e unbr 

of ounces da b their groqø (t)m bew the gtxp atere) 
nd tvc wrTh t13flt in vhe care &rtt eonod the highest neon 
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of the fourteen tents reeetvt zero ooro on qiton two, 

e.ght vere tuente in whone eare *rtin consuimed a rne.n number of 

per below the mean for the pctive croupe. 

Of the five ohild dirootore out of thirty-five receiving the 

higheet ecorei in their troupe on qieeUon ten, three vere tudonte 

in wboøa eu'. Martin coneum.d. a mean number *f ounces above their 

respective group m.an while two were etwients with whom the a* 
below the group meen. 
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Of the fire child. directors out of tMrt-five recei'ving the 

lowest scores in their groups on question ten, four were students 

in whose care Martin consumed. a mean number of ounces of milk below 

the respective group means. 

This material on question ten suggests a poesible tendency for 

Martin to consume a lower moan number of ounces per dai, relative to 

the grop5 moans, while he was in the care of studente with whom 

other students said they felt least comfortable. 

b . Range Number j Ounee er 

Table 9. ange in iunber of Ounces of Milk per ]a7 Record.ed. 
for Martin by 36 Child. Directors in 6 routs. 

- 

1st Ziid. 3rd ¿4.th 5th 6th 7th 
Groui,* C.D. C.». . C.Df C.D. CJ. C.D. C.D.. 

P 1 13.50 1.50 17.50 7.00 6.50 
XI ?.50 9.00 8.50 L.50 17.00 8.00 9.50 

w i 14.00 10.75 20.00 6.00 7.50 22.00 
w II 12.50 9.50 11.50 9.50 10.00 15.00 
s i 9.25 19.00 12.00 30.00 5.50 1LI..00 

s ix 17.50 15.00 13.00 10.00 9.50 9.00 

*, refers to Fall term; W refers to Winter term; S refers to String 
t arm. 

J : t- .: . 

Records on feeding were available for 36 child directors. 

Records kept ou daily number of ounces consumed by Martin show that 

the number ranged. from 6.0 to Li.2.O ounces. The average range in 

number of ounces Martin consumed during the period he was cared 

for by all child directors was 11.75 based. on records of 36 child 

directors. The smallest range in daily number of ounces consumed 

during the period he was cared for by an individual child director 
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was 1.5 ounces. This range occurred during the time Martin was cared. 

for by the third child director in the first group of a11 tern. The 

greateet range in d.ally number of o'tmces consumed thiring the pried. 

he was cared for by an individual child director was 30.0 oimces. 

This range occurred during the time Martin was cared. for by the 

fourth child director in the ftrst group of Spring term. The median 

range in nuaber of ounces per dy was 10.00. 

Table 10. Average Bange in Nwnbez of Ounces of Milk 
pei Day b Groups. 

Grpu I 7a1 I Wti . Winter IJ SDrin I 

Average 
range 9,2* 9.1k 11.50 1$.96 
; r., l! :. 

There seems to be a tendency for Marttn to have a smaller average 

range in number of ounces per day or less variation in amount of 

milk consumed d.urix care by the second grout of students in esch 

term than during care by the group inediate1y preceding. 

Table 11. Average Range in Thunber of Ounces per 1ay 
by Terms, 

.:. , 

_ 
Term Vall Ytnt.! 

Average range 9.17 ).2, 

Average ran for total Der5,od - 

There also seenis to be a. tend.ency for the average range in 

number of ounces per day to increase (by terms) with increase in 

chronological age and/or longer stay in the House. 



A comtarison was made between the average rarge in number of 

ounces per dç when 1artin was in the Ecrie Management House and the 

range during college vacation periods when he was in a home. 

Table 12. Average Pangs in Number of Ounces per Day in 
Home Management House and Bange in Number o 
Ounces per Day in a Home. 

s**a sr 

Smallest and Greatest Average 
Range in Number of Ounces Range Bange 

P 1 (5 c.D..) 1.5 - 17.5 9.20 

P II (7 C.D.$) .5 - 9.1i. 

Home (1i records) 
Christmas 17.0 
H.M.H. 
w i (6 C.D.) - 22.0 

w II (6 C.D.$) 9.5 -1,$ 
Home (io recorda) 
Spring 26.0 
H.M.H. 
s I (6 C.D,$) S.S 19.O 14.96 

s ii (6 c.D..) 9,0 - i?.$ 12.33 

House average range - 11.75 

*P raters to Pall term; W refers to Winter term; S refers to Spring 
te:;. r.. - - -- :. 

The data on ranges in the daily number of ounces consumed br 

Martin during the time with each group of stidents covered a period 

of proximato1y 4 to 6 weeks for each gro . The range in number 

of ounces was calculated. on 14 daily records during Christmas vaca- 

tian and on lo daily records for the String vacation period. The 

range during both vacations (17. and. 26. ) was greater than the average 

range when Martin was t* the care of each group of child directora. 
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The rocord kept by each child director were contored br 

chronological position of the child director in each group, i.e., 
the f iret azìd each eucoding child director in each group. The 

data Ori average rcnge t* daily nuxtber of ounces under all the first 
child directors and the succeeding child directors by chronological 

tosition in each group are presented in ¶Iable 1:3. 

Table 13. Merage ?i'ige in Daily Nuiber of Ounces of Milk 
ecorded for Martin by 35 Child Directors 

AccoHirìg to Position as Child Director. 

lt Ø4. 2ad 1r rd C.D. Lith C.D th C.D 6th C.D. 

12.35 12.79 11.08 12.92 9.42 12.2 
L&verae is 11.81) 

The smallest average range in nwnber of ounces per day was 9.42 

with the fifth child directors, baøed on material from 4 fifth child 

directora. The greatest average range in daily number of ounces 

was 12.92 with the fourth child directors, based on material from 6 

fourth child directors. During the time Martiri was in the care of 

the child directors who were fourth in order, he aleo had the 

highest mean number of bowel movements and the greatest range in 

number of bowel movements. 

A comparison of the tudentst ratings on question two nd the 

range in number of ounces per day consumed by Martin seems to show 

little consistent relation. 0f the fi've child directors receiving 

the highest ratings on question two i their groups, three were 

students during whose care the range was above the average range for 
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their grous, while two were stident during whose care the range was 

below the groups' average ranges. 

Of the lL. students receiving zero score on question two, nine 

were stadents during whose care the rwige was below the average 

range for their groupa, and five were students during whee care the 

range was above the average range for their groups. There seems to 

be a possible relationship here, which seems to be borne out by the 

material described in the above paragraph. 

Of the five child directors receiving the highest scores in 

their groups on question ten, four were students in whose care there 

was a range in number of ounces below the average range for their 
groupe; while with one, Martin had range above the average range 

for the group. 

Of the five child directors receiving the lowest scores in 

their groups on question ten, three were students in whose care 

there was a range in number of ounces per day below the average 

range for their groups, while two were students with whom Martin's 

range was above the average range for their groups. There seems ta 

be no coneistent relatio* between range in number of ounces per d 

and high and low scores o question ten. 
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1ab1e 1k. Heezt Number of Ounces of Milk per Peeding 
Recorded. for M*xtin b7 6 Child Directors 

rn-.-- 

rou 
1t2nd 

C.D. 
3 kth 

C. 

6 h 
C.D C.D 

1' I 

r 

- 3.56 6. 6.29 .9? 5.89 
F IX 6.25 6.36 5.ki 6.08 5.35 ¿1.83 5.13 
W I 6.09 k.98 5.08 6.09 557 LL13 
W II L.71 3.55 3.77 k.26 3.22 4.37 
S I 3.98 3,79 3.55 lL.28 3.02 3.44 
S II k.l 4.21 3.95 3.91 4.25 3.79 

F refers to Fall terri; W refers to Winter tern; S refers te Spr1 
term..: 

The mean number of oimces er feeding during the period }4artin 

li'ved in the House was 4.71. Considered by terme, the rnean vere 

5.62 in the Fall quarter, 4.65 in the Winter and. 3,86 in the Spring 

quarter. There seems to be a decreasing consixnption (by terms) of 

milk per feeding as well ae per dar, with increase in thronological 

age and/or longer stay in the House. 

The mesn number of c'uncee per feeding during the time Hartin 

va. in the care of each of the 6 clilid directors ranged from 3.02 

to 6.36. The mean of 3.02 occurred with the fifth child director 

in the first group of Spring term. The mean of 6.36 occurred with 

the second child director in the aecond group of Fili term. 

During Christmas vacation, the meen number of ounces er feeding 

(based on 14 records) was 6.89, and during Spring vacation, it was 

5.98e (based. on 10 records). In both vacation peods. the mean 



number of ouncea por feeding was higher thazi in the group aM term 

preceding and eucceeding the wcatton periods. M was noted eariter, 
the mean number of ounces per day was also higher during both *ca- 

tion periods than in the group and term following the vacation 

period. 

The mean number of ounces per feeding consumed br Martin dmring 

the two vacation periods was 6.51 aß compared with k.?). for the 

period Martin was living in the Home Management House. As was noted 

earlier, there was also a tendenc7 for Martin to consume a greater 

mean number of ounces per dayS during the vacation periods than during 

time ii the House. 

A comparisen of acores on piestion two and the mean number of 

OUflCtS per feeding seems to show no consistent relation between the 

two factors. 

Of the five studente receiving the highest scores in their 

groups on question two, four were students in whose care Martin 

consumed a mean number of ounces per feeding below the groups 

means; with one student the mean was aboye the groupes mean. 

Of the fourteen students receiving zero score on question two, 

nine were students in whose care Martin consumed a mean number of 

ounces per feeding below the groupa' means; with five students the 

mean was above the grou.pe' means. 

A comparison of scores on question ten and the mean number of 

ounces per feeding seems to show no consistent relation between the 

two factors. 



Of the five studentg receiving the highest acores in their 

groups on question ten, three were students in whose care Martin 

consumed a mean number of ounces per feeding above the groups' 

means; with two students the mean was below the groups' means. 

Of the five studente receiving the lowest scores in their groupe 

on question ten, three were students in whose care Martin consumed 

a mean number of ounces per feeding above the groups' means; with 

two studente the mean was below the groups' means. 

a. Range Number Peedins er 

S *ble 15. Bauge in Number of tsedinge per Day Recorded 
for Martin by 6 C13A Dtrotors in 6 rous. i ù 2nd 3 

Lth 5th 6th 7th 
Gro!. LD. C.D. C.D. QD. O.D. C.D. C.D. 

FI - 2 0 i 2 ,II 2 1 1 2 3 5 3 
1 3 2 2 3 2 2 

wit 5 3 2 '4 :3 SI 3 5 2 1+ 1 2 sII 3 3 1 3 2 

*F refere to VS11 term; W refers to Winter term; S refers to Spring 
term. 

L . - 

Records Icept on daily number of feedings show that the number 

ranged from 3 to 10. The average range in datly number of feedings 

during the period Martin was cared for by all child directors was 

2.58. The smallest range in datly number of feedings during the 

period he was cared for by an individual child director was O. This 

range occurred during the time Martin was in the care of the third 

child director in the first group of l'all term. The greatest range 
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In &aily number oÍ feedirgs during the time he was cared for by an 

iMividual child director was 5. Th1 range occurred 3 tties, during 

the ttne Msrtin was in the care of the sixth child director in the 

second group of Tal? terme the first Child director in the second 

group of Winter term, and. the second child director in the first 
group of Spring term. The median range in number of feedings wae 

between 2 aM 3. 

The variation in number of feedings per day while Martin was 

being cared for by 6 child directors can be summarized as follows: 

i case - range of O 

s Cases - range of i 
12 cases - range of 2 

Mode - 
li cases - range of 3 

k cases - range of 4 

:3 cases - range of 5 

Table 16. Average Bange by Groups in Number of Daily 
reedings for Martin. 

X J- lx yI wil SI 

verage range 1.60 2.14.3 2.33 3.50 2.83 2.67 

Averag. range for total period - 2.58. 

The group under whose care Martin had the smallest average range 

in number of feedings ìier day was the first group of tall term. 

That average range was 1.60. The groiip under who se care Martin had. 

the greatest average range in number of feedings per day was the second 



groiip of Winter teni. That average range was 3.50. There seeme to 

be no atinilar tendenc7 for Martin to haYe a smaller average renge in 

nwnber of feedings during care by the ßeeond. group of studente in 

al]. terms a there was in range in numbex of ou.nces per day. There 

seems to be no eoneietent tendency for Martin to have a greater 

average range in number of feedings per day (by groups) with increase 

in chronologjcal eg and/or longer stay in the House. 

Table 17. Average Range by Terms in amber of Peedings 
per Day 

rm 41 Winter S,r1n 

Jverage range 2.08 2.92 2.75 

There seems to be no consistent tendency for Martin to have a 

greater average range in nwnber of feedings per day (by terms) with 

increase in chronological age and/or longer stay in the House, as 

there ss 1* nsj. in number of ounces per 4a. 

A cepartson was made between the aeiage range in number of 

feedings per d.ay when Martin was in the Homo Management House and. 

the range during college vacation periods when he was in a home. 

Table 18. Average Bange in Number of bedinge per Day 
Recorded by Groups in the Home Management House 
and. Range at Vacation Times. 

House Christmas House Spring House 
Grou.o* fl Fil (lLf reorde) WI WII (10 recorde) SI. SIX 

1.60 2.L13 2. 2.33 3.50 3. 2.8, 2.67 

Average range for total period in House - 2.58 
Average range for total veriod in home - 2.5 

* refers to 1*11 term; W refers to Winter term; S refers to String 
term, 

i î . 



The data on ranges in number of feedings rer day during the 

time with each group of students ce'vered a period of approximately 

¡ to 6 weeks for each group . The range in number of feedirzge was 

tabulated on the basis of l4 daily records during Christmas vscation 

aM on 10 dMly records for the Spring vacation period. There was 

a decrease in range in the shift from House to home for Christmas 

meation, ud an increase in the shift from home to House for 

Winter term. There was a decrease in range in the shift from House 

to home for Spring meafton and a decrease in the shift from home 

to House Thr Spring term. There was a change in range with the 

shifts but a possible tendency is not consistent, and the material 

is based on too few home records and too small a difference in ranges 

to allow conclusions. 

The reoords kept by each child director were considered by 

chronological position of the child director in each group, i.e., the 

first and each succeedtng child director in each group. The data 

on average rango in number of feedings per day are presented in 

Table 19. 

Table 19. Average Bange in Imber of Daily Peedings with 
:35 Child Directors by Chronological Position 
of Child tirector. 
let 2nd 3rd. J4.th 5th 6th - C.D. C.D. C.D. C.D. C.D. C.D. 

erage range 
in daily number 3.20 2.83 1.50 2.83 2.17 3.00 
of feedings 

Avex'ae e i s 2. 7 
r i 



The material on ayerage range in number of feedinge does not 

show the tendency suggested by the material on range in number and 

mean number of bowel movements per day, and range in nwnber and mean 

number of ounces er day regarding the fourth and sixth child directors. 

A comparison was made between the results on question two and 

the range in number of feedings per day. Of the five students 

receiving the highest scores in their groups on quostion two, three 

were studente during whose caro of Martin the range in number of 

feedings was above the average range for the respective groups, and 

two were students with whom there was a range below the average range 

for the respective groups. 

Of the fourteen students receiving zero score on question two, 

nine were students in whose care there was a range in number of 

feedings below the respective group average range, and five were 

students during whose care there was a range above the respective 

group average range. 

There may be a possible tendency for a greater range in number 

of feedings per day with students who rated highest on question two, 

aM a smaller range in number of feedings per day with students who 

received zero score on question two. However, the eai1e is small, 

and the difference in numbers (range) is slight. 

A comparison was made of those students receiving highest and. 

loweøt scores in their groups on question ten, and the range in 

number of feedings per day. Of the five students receiving the 

highest sorn in their groups on question ten, fou were students 
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in whose care there was a range in number of feedings per day above 

the average range for their respective groups. With one the range 

was below the average range of the group. 

Of the five child directors receiving the loit scores in 

their groups on question ten, three were students during whose care 

of Martin there was a range in number of feedings er day above the 

average range for their resoective groups, while with two, the range 

was below the group average range. 

There does not seem to be any consistent relation between range 

in number of feedings per day and. scores on question ten. However, 

there did seem to be a greater range in number of feedings with those 

students who rated. highest on question ten, and the material on 

question two also seemed to suggest a possible tendency toward a 

greater range in mber of feedings per day with highest on question 

two. An inverse relation seems to exist with u.estion two, but not 

with question ten. 



L Case II - Carl 

Carl wa born on December 3, 1953, and entered. Kent House on 

January 26, 195L, at the age of ee',eu weeks and six days. On 

January 30, 195k, his weight was recorded ae eight pouMe and. thir- 

teen and one-half ouncee. Carl was examined by a local pediatr1cin 

on January 29 195L1. . He remained in Kent House , excep t during 

college vacations, until July 28, 195k, a period of twenty-five 

wee1s and six days. On July 28, 195k, when he was thirty-three 

weeks and five days of age, Carl was returned to the institution in 

ortland, where he is at this writing. During bis stay in Kent 

House, Carl was cared for by five groups of studente, or a total of 

twenty-seven child directors. 

1. çpords Bows). Movements 

a. Mean Number Bowej. Movements er 

T&bie 20, He*n Munber of Daily Bowsl Movenients for Carl 
with 18 Child Directors. 

iát 2nd 3rd th 5th 6th 
GrGuD* C.D.. C.D. Q.D C.D. C.D. . C.V. 

w xi k.1I. 3.33 2.83 3.50 2.50 2.50 
s t 3.00 1.80 2.80 3.20 2.80 2.6'7 
s n 3.71 3.83 2,80 3O0 3.20 3.17 

refers to Winter term; S refers to Spring term. 
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The rneai number of bowel movernente per day during the total 

oeriod Carl wae in the Home Management Hotee wae 3.214f. Thie figure 

includes material from the first group of Winter term aM the Summer 

group. The mean for the three groups, which re being studied, was 

3.08. The lowest mean of these three groups was 2.71 which occurred 

in the first group of SDring term. The hIghest mean, 3.32, occurred 

with the second group of Srring term. With the second group of 

Winter term, the mean was 3.16. 

During Spring vacation (records kent on five days), the mean was 

2.LiO, and during Summer vacatton (records kept for fifteen days), 

it was 3.60. The Spring vscatton mean was lower than the groups1 

means before and after it, but the Summer vacation mean wee hIgher 

than the preceding and sueòeeding groups' means. 

The mean number of daily bowel movements for the two vacation 

periods was 3.30 as compared with 3.2)4 for the total period Carl was 

in the Home Management House and :3.08 for the three terms being 

studied. 

In shifting from the House to being cared for in a home, there 

was a decrease of .76 in mean above that of preceding or second group 

of Winter term. In shifting to the House (Spring quarter) aster 

Spring vacation, there was an increase of .31 in the mean. In 

shifting to the home at the time of Summer vacation, there was an 

increase in the mean of .28 and in shifting to the Home Management 

House (Summer quarter) a decrease in meen of .+9 under that during 

the vacation period. The figures seem to show no consistent tendency 



for a amaller or larger mean number of bowel movements per day for 

Cari when he was in a hone. 

The mean number of dai1r bowel movements during the period 

Carl was oared for br each of the 18 child directors rnged from 

1,80 to k.1L. The mean of 1.80 occurred with the second child 

director in the firet croup of String term. The mean of L4..1L 

occurred with the first chUd. director of the second. group of Winter 

Table 21. Meen Nunber of Daily Bowel Movements for Carl 
with 18 Child Directors Considered by DeyB. 

lit 2nd. Dai 
. 

rd Da 4th Da th DeY. 6th De 

3.33 2.89 3.00 .o6 3.06 3.00 

The records kept by 18 child directora were considered b days. 

The total mean number of bowel movements Carl had. on the first end. 

each succeeding d.qr with all child directors together is presented. 

in Table 21. The lowest mean nwnber of bowel movements per day was 

2.89 on the second day of care by child directors. The highest mean 

number of bowel movements er day was 3.33 on the first days of 

care by child directors. The figures seem to suggest no consistent 

tendency for Carl to increase or decrease in number of bowel move- 

mente by days with child directors. There is a difference of .44 

between the mean of first days and second. dee which may indicate a 

period of adjustment, followed by four days where the means differed 

b7 only .o6 from each other. 
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The mean daily nuniber of bowel movements during the time Carl 

was in the care of 18 child directors was tabulated by grouping the 

child directors according to the order in which each cared for Carli 

i.e., the first ehUd directors ta all groupe and each sueceesive 

child director in all gros. 

Table 22. Mean Number of Daily Bowel Movements for Carl 
with 18 Child Directors by Position as Child 
Director. 

-- ist C D. 2nd. C.D 3rd C D 4th C D tb 6th C D.. 

Mean 362 2.99 2.81 3.23 283 2.78 

Mean of these means is .O4. 
H 

The lowest mean number of daily bowel moiements (2.76) occurred 

when Carl was in the care of the child directors who came n sixth 

position, while the next lowest pointa (2.81, 2,83) occurred with 

the thi.rd and fifth child directors, resDectively. The highest 

mean number of daily bowel movements <3.62) occurred with the first 
child. directors. This seems to follow somewhat the mean number of 

bowel movements considered by dais where the highest point occurred 

on the first day and the lowest point on the sixth. There might be 

a possible tendency suggested which may reflect the change in 

persons and groupe. 



b. Bie wnber o Dj] Bowel Movements 

Table 23. Loweet eM Highest Nimber of 1ily Bowel Movements 
Recorded. for Carl thiring Care by 18 Child. Directors 
in 3 GrouDs. 

- r-r 1st' 2M 3rd. 14.th 5th 6th 
GrOUD* Q.I. C. . C.D. C.D. C.D. 

w XI 3-5 2-5 
SI :3-3 1-2 
SII 2-4 3-5 

2-5 3-11 2I4. 2-3 
2-14. 2-4 2-3 2-3 
2-k Z-4 2- 

*w refers to Winter term S refers to Spring terni. 

Reeords for Oi'l on bowel movements were available from 18 

child. directors. The records from the first group of Winter term and 

the Summer term group could. not be itilized. The records from the 

first grip of Winter term covered a perio& of only l4 da7s, and. the 

order of ohild. directors in Summer group was irragu.1er. ocoHs 

kept on number of bowel movements per day for Carl ehowed that the 

number ranged from O to 6. The range which occurred most frequently 

(7 tuse) i.urin the period he was in the care of an individual 

child director was from 2 to k, or a range of 2. The smallest range 

in nuniber * daily bowel movements thiring one period Was O. The 

greatest mnge va between 2 and 5, or a range of 3. This variation 

occurred during two periods, when be was in the care of the second 

and third child directors in the second group of Winter term. 

Variation in number of daily bowel movements while the infant 

was in the care of each of the 18 child directors may be summarized 

as follows: 
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i cas e-range of O 

6 cases-range of i 
Mode - 9 cases-range of 2 

2 cases-range of 3 

Oarl'a characteristic pattern seems to be a variation of 2 in 

number of dMly bowel movements during the time he was in the care 

of an individual child director. This range occurred twice in the 

second grout of Winter tern, twice in the first group of Spring 

term, and five times in the second group of Spring term. The last 
group mentioned. seems to be the most consistent, which may suggest 

a possible teruienc to satt1e doi,m" with increase in chronological 

age and/or longer stay in the Home Management Honap. 

A comparison was macle between the range in number of bowel move- 

mente that Carl had during the time he was in the Home Management 

House and during college iBeation Deriode when he was in a home as 

follows: 

Loweet and Highest imber of Daily Bowel Movements Recorded 
by Groups lu the Home Management House and at Vacation Times. 

House Sì,rtng House Summer 
w xi (5 records) SI SII (15 records) 

2-5 2-3 1-4 2-5 3-7 

The data on ranges in number of daily bowel movements 

during the time with each group of students covered a oeriod of 

approximately 4ì to 5 weeks for each group. The range in Carl' s 

number of daily bowel movements was calculated on 5 daily records 

during Spring vacation, aM 15 daily records for the Summer vacation 

period. Carl was 111 during the Summer vacation period. He had 7 



bowel novement on one day, and. after the pediatrician was conu1ted., 

the ninber d.ecreasect. Otherwise, the range was 3 to 5. 

The range was si1er lurtng the Spring vacation period. than 

with the groups prece5ing and. succeeding the vacation. Frowever, the 

Spring vacation records numbered only 5; it is difficult to draw con- 

clusiorxs with such a ømall number. 

The records kept by each child director were considered by 

chronological position of the child director in each group1 i.e., 
the first and each succeeding child director in each group. The 

data on averae rangs in number of daily bowel movements under all 
the first child directors, the second child directors and so on are 

presented in Table 2k. 

Table 2k. ìverage Range in Number of Daily Bowel Movements 
for Carl with 18 Child Directors by Position as 
01434 Dtrector, 

Ist C C.. i, rd C.D. kth C.D th C B. 6th C D 

1.33 2.00 2.33 1.66 i.66 1.00 

Average range for 18 child directors is i.66, 

The smallest average range in number of daily bowel movements 

was 1,00 with the sixth child directors, wtth another low point 

(1.33) occurring with the tiret child directors, based on material 

from 3 sixth and 3 first eh?d directors. The greatest average renge 

in number of daily bowel movements was 2.33 with the third child 

directors. 



With the fourth, fifth, and. øixth child dirsetors, the figtires 

seem to suggest a tendency for Carl to "settle dow&', similar to 

Martin1s possibie tendency to "settle down" with the fifth and sixth 

child. directors. 

A comparison between the range in daily number of bowel movements 

nd the mean daily number of bowel movements with all child directors, 

according to chronological position in groupe, shows a tendency for 

Carl to have the smallest range and the lowest mean with the sixth 

chile directors. 

If we can interet a amallar mean and nge in number of 

daily bowel movements as indicating a more established patte, we 

may conclude that these figures 8uggest a tendency for Carl to 

"settle down" in the care of the sixth child directors. O{artin 

also seemed. to "settle down" in this way). 

The kppend.ix contains a graph which gives the *ber of bowel 

movements each day for each of the five infants by chronological ae 
in weeks and days. For Carl there seems to be an absence of estab- 

lished. pattern in number of bowel movements er day with the 

excetion of the slight trend. toward a decrease in mean and in range 

in number of bowel movements with the sixth child directors and. on 

the sixth d.ays of care by child directors. 

o. Socionie trio Ratjn 

The scores received by studente on sociometric ratings described 

earlier were considered. in relation to the bowel movement records 



of the infant while he waa in their care. Soc re on question two 

indicated how the etndents felt about each other in the role of 

child director. 

There eeems to be little relation between high and low scores 

on question two and the mean number of bowel movements. In the cara 

of two of the three students receiving the highest scores in their 

groups on question twos Carl had a mean below the reetective groups' 

means; with the other chi34 d.irector Carl had a mean above the 

groupes mean. Of the ten tttdent receiving zero score on question 

two, ix were students in whose care Carl had a mean number of bowel 

movements above the groupe' respective means; four were stud.ente 

in whose care Carl bad a mean number of bowel movements below the 

groupe' means. There seems to be a slight pøssible tendency for 

Carl to have a higher mean number of bowel rnoernents with those 

studente who received zero score on question two, ath & lower mean 

nnmber of bowel moy.nts with those students who received the 

highest scores in their groupe on question two. 

Of the three students receiving the highest scores in their 

groups on question two, two were students in whose care Ceri had. a 

range in number of bowel movements below the average range for their 

group; with one Carl had a range aboyo the grouD average range. Of 

the ten students receiving zero score on question two, with eight 

Carl had a range in ìmmbor of bowel movements above the group 

average range, with one he had a range in number of bowel movements 

below the group average, and with one he had a range equal to the 
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grou1s average range. There seems to be a possible tendency to have 

a greater ronge in number of bowel movements while in the care of 

those students who received, zero score on question two; the inverse 

relation, however, is not as clear-cut. 

In qestion ten, each student was asked to rate the other students 

in the order in which she felt comfortable with each from most 

comfortable to least comfortable. In the first group of Sring te 

three atudents were tied for highest end three were tied for lowest 

scores in their group on q,uestion ten. 

There seems to be no consistent relation between scores on 

question ten end the mean number of bowel movements. 

of the five studente receiving the highest scores in their 

groups on. q,uestion ten, three were students in whose caro Carl haß. 

a mean number of bowel movements above the respective group means; 

with two students, the me was below the gro means. 

Of the five students receiving the lowest scores in their groups 

on question ten, three were students in whose care Carl had a mean 

number of bowel movements above the groups' means; with two, the 

mean was below the groups' means. 

Of the five students receiving the highest scores in their 

groupe on question ten, four were students in whose caro Carl had a 

range in number of bowel movements below the groups' average ranges; 

with one student, the range was above the group' s average range. 

Of the five students receiving the lowest scores in their groups 

on iiestion ten, four were students in whose cam Carl had a range 
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In uuber of bowel movement8 above the grouts average rangeß; with 

one studeit, the range was below the group's avemge raige. 

There eeems to be a iossible tendency for Carl to have a 

amaller rae in rmmber of bowel movernente while in the care of 

those students rated Hmoet comfortable's by their peers, nd a 

greater range in number of bowel movements while in the care of 

those students rated 'least comfortable by their teere. 

2. Records Teedin 

a. Mean Number Quncei 

25. Mean Number of Ounces of Milk per Day Recorded 
for Carl by 18 Child Directors in 3 Groupe. 

Li 

let 2nd 3rd th 5th 6th a! C.D. C.D. C.D. C.D. C.D. C.D. 

w ix 32.1Z$ 26.83 29.25 27.75 29.Ll2 28.50 
s z oi.o 29.30 29.20 30.30 31.30 z6.88 
s xx 29.00 25.I12 26.10 25.30 27.30 2/4.92 

*w refers to Winter term; S refers to Spring teiin. 

The mean number of ounces consumed daily by Carl during the 

time he was in the care of 18 child directors ranged from 2J4.92 to 

32.11$.. The mean of 22i..92 ocmrred with the sixth child director in 

the second group of Spring teen. The mean of 32.l occurred with 

the first child director in the second group of Winter term. 



ab1e 26. Mean Number of Ounces of Milk er Day Recorded ±or 
Carl by Groups in the Home Manìagement House and 
at Vacation T1me. 

---- . - -- 

house Home Eouee Home 
Winter Spring Spring Summer 

(5 records) recorde) 

II - 28.98 30.11.0 Group I - 29.56 32.13 
Group IX -263k 

L. 

The mean number of' ounces consumed d.ail by Carl during his 

eare by 18 child directors in the Home Ma.nement House was 28.30. 

The lowest mean (26.311.) occurred while Carl was in the care of the 

second group of Spring term, The highest mean (29.56) occurred while 

Carl was in the caro of the first group of Spring term. While he 

was in the care of the secoM group of Winter term, the mean was 

28.98 ounces per d. There seems to be no tendency for the consimnp- 

tian of milk to increase or decrease with increase in chronological 

age and/or longer stay in the House. 

The mean for both vacation periods vas L7O. higher than the 

mean number of ounces consumed with amy of the three groupe under 

consideration. The mean number of bowel movements ìer day was also 

higher during acatian periods than during total time in the Home 

Management House with 18 child directors. 

The mean number of ounces consumed daily by Carl during the 

time he was in the care of each child director was tabulated by 

grouping the child directors according to the order which each 

cared for Oaz I.e., the first child directors in *3.1 groups and 
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all successive chi1d directors in 1 grøuos. The differences were 

small here, all means beine withi* Ounces of each other 

Table 27. Mean Dailr flimber of Ounces of Milk Reported. for 
Carl by 18 Child Directors, by Position as Child 
Directo r. 

ist C,D. C.D. rd fth C.I. 6th ÓD. 

30.51 27.18 28.18 27.78 29.3k 

: - -.--.- 

e loweat mean daily number of oimcee (26.77) was eonsume by 

Carl while he was in the care of the child directors who ceine in 

sixth position, while the highest mean daily number of ounces (30.51) 

occmrred while Carl was 5.n the care of the child. directors who came 

firs t. 

During the time Carl was in the care of the sixth child diree- 

tors, he consimed the lowest mean rnmber of ounces per day and had. 

the lowest mean number of bowel movements. Thiring the time Carl 

was in the care of the first child directors, he consumed the 

highest mean number of ounces per day and had. the highest mean 

number of bowel movements, A similar relationship was found. in the 

corresponding material on Martin. This might suggest that with a 

decrease or an increase in milk intake, there is a corresponding 

decrease or increase 1* number of bowel movements. 

A comparison of the students' ratings on question two, described 

earlier, and the mean number of ounces per day consumed by Carl seems 

to show little relation. 0f the three child. directhrs receiving the 

highest ratings in their groups on question two, all were students 



in whose care Carl consumed a mean number of owces per day below 

their gronpa' average mean, 

Of the ten studente recei'ring zero score on question two five 

were etudents in whose care Carl consumed a mean number of ounces 

per dey above their groupe' means, and five were students in whose 

care Carl consumed a mean number of ounces per daT below their 

groups' mean number of ounces per day. 

Of the fi've child directors receiving the highest Scores in 

their graute on question ten, three were students in whose care Garl 

consumed a mean number of ounces per day above their respective 

groups' means while two were students with whom the mean was below 

the group mean. 

Of the five child directors receiving the lowest scores in their 

groupe on question ten, four were students in whose care Carl con- 

sumed a mean number of ounces below the resective groups' means; 

with one student, Osi eonsumed. a mean above the group's mean. 

This materIal on question ten sugests a r'ossible tendency for 

Carl to consume a lower mean number of ounces per d.ay, relative to 

the groups' means, while he was being cared for by students with 

whom other students said they felt least comfortable. The results 

for Carl on this coarison between question ten and mean number of 

ounces per day are identical to those found, in the same material 

on Martin, 
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b ano Nwnber Ounces er 

Table 28. Bange in Number of Ounces of Mflk per Day 
Record.ed for Car]. by 18 Child. Directors in 
3 Groupe. 

-. ist 2nd 3rd ¿4th 5th. 6th 
GTOD* C.D. C.D.. C.I. C.D. C.D. C.D 

w II 10.50 6.00 IL5O 6.00 9.00 3.50 

s i i.00 12.50 6.00 2.50 2 50 3.25 
s ii 6.o 7.50 1.00 5.00 7.00 9.50 

*w refera to Winter term; S refers to Spring teiii. 

AYerße ran1e i. s 6 .i . 

Records on feeding were available for 18 child directors. 

iecords keDt on daily number of ounces consumed by Cr1 show that the 

number ranged from 20. 0 to 36.5 ounces. The average range in 

number of ounces per day Carl coneimed during the period he was 

cared for b 18 child directors was 6.15. The snrnilest range in 

daily nwnber of ounces consi.imed during the period he was in the case 

of an individual Chi1 director was 1.0 ounce. Thia renge occurred. 

twice, during the time Carl was in the care of the first child 

director in the first group of Spring tern and. the third child 

director in the second gmu of String term. The greatest range iii 

daily number of ounces consumed during the period Carl was in the 

care of an individual child director was 12.5. This range occurred 

during the time Carl was in the care of the second child director 

in the first group of Spriug term. The median range in number of 

ounces Der day was 6.00. 



Pable 29. Average Range in Number of Ounce9 of Milk per 
Day br Groips - 18 Child Diroctore. 

rou.D ii: s i sII 
Average rant. 7175 

k. 63 

There seems to be no tendency for Carl to increase or decrease 

consistently in range in number of owtces per day with increase in 

chronological age and/or stay in Home Management Houße. 

A comparison was made between the average range in number of 

ounces per day when Carl was in the Home Management House and the 

range during college vacation periode when be was in a home. 

Table 30. Average Range in Number of Oances per Day in 
Home Management House ana. Range in Thimber of 
Ounces er Day in a Home. 

Smallest and. Graatest Average 
H.M.H.* in Rwnber of Qunce Rane 

w II (6 C.D..) 3.5 - ll.,5 7.75 

Home ( records) 8.00 
Spring 
H.M.H. 
S I (6 C.D..) i.o - 12.5 4.63 

S XX (6 C.D..) i.o - 6.08 
Hoas (i records) 
Snmer 2.00 

House average range - 6.15. 

w refers to Winter, ter: S refers to Sni1n tern. 

The data on ranges in the daily ntuuber of ounces consumed by 

Carl during the time with each grout of students covered a period of 



approximately k to 5 weeks for each group. The range in niinber of 

o;nces was calculated on 5 da11r record. d.uring Spriiig vacation and. 

on 15 ¿M2r records for the Summer vacation period. Dirtng S,rtng 

vacation, the range wae greater than the average range for the total 

period in the Houae but the range during Sumner vacation was con- 

sideraMy smaller. There seems to be no tendency for range to 

increase or decrease consistently during House and. vacation stays. 

The records keDt by each child. director were considered by 

chronological position of the child director in each group, i.e., 

the first and each sticceeding child director in each group. The 

d*ta on average range in daily number of ounces under all the first 

ehild. directors and the succeeding child directors by chronological 

position in. each group are presented in Table 31. 

Table 31. Average Range in. Number of Ounces of Milk Recorded 
for Car]. br iS Child. Directors Accørding to 
Position as Child. Director. 

Ist C.D. 2n C D. 3$ C D. ilth O D 5th C.D. 6th C D 

6.00 8.67 6.2.7 #.$O 6.Z7 

r irr 

The smallest a?ersge range in number of ounces per day was 4.50 

with the fourth child directors, based on material from 3 fourth 

child. directors. The greatest average range in number of ounces 

per dsy was 8.67 with the second child. directors, based ou material 

from 3 second child directors. There is a difference of 2.67 in the 

average range between the first and second child directors which may 



lnd.ioata a period. of adjustment foUoed by a differarxce of 1.67 

among the last four child directors. The average rance with the 

eixth child directors (5.42) Is well below the average range of 

6.15. This may suggest a Deriod of initial adjustment with groupe 

In the range in number of ounces per dey similar to the possible 

initial neriod of adjustment with individual chtld directors sug- 

gestad by the material on mean number of bowel movements per day. 

A comparison of the students' ratings on question two and the 

range in number of ounces per day consumed by Carl seems to suggest 

a slight tendency for the range to be smaller than the resoective 

groups' average ranges while Carl was in the care of those three 

students who scored highest on question two In their groups. The 

range In number of ounces was below the groups' respective averages 

while Carl was in the care of those three students who received the 

highest scores in their groups on question two. Of the ten students 

who received zero score on question two, seven were students in 

whose care Carl had a range in number of ounces above the average 

ranges for their groups, while three were students during whose care 

the range was below the groups' average ranges. 

Of the five students who received the highest scores In their 

groups on auestlon ten, four were students in whose care the range 

was below the average range for theIr groups; wtb osly one was the 

range above the group ' s average range 

Of the five students who received the lowest scores in their 
groups on question ten, three were studente In whose care Carls 
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razige in number of ounces was below the respective groups' average 

rangos; with two studønts the range was above the groupst averae 

rangos1, There seems to be no consistent relation between high and 

low scores on question ton and the range in number of ounces. 

C. Mean )umbe er e,dir 

Table 32. Mean :.*ber of Otmees of Milk per Feeding 
RecoxdM for Car]. br 5 Child Directora. 

1tr 2nd 3rd 14th th 6th 
X.Ou.t,* C.D. O.D, Q.D. Q.D.. C. C0D. 

w ii 6.ii 596 6.50 6.17 6.53 7.13 
s i 7.60 6.37 6.95 7.21 7.11 6.i5 
s ii 7.00 6.10 6.53 6.33 6.83 6.50 

*% refers to Witte efe to term, 

The mean number of ounces per feeding during the verioa Cari was 

in the osre of 18 child directors was 6.63. Considered by groups, 

the means were 6.O with the second group of Winter term, 6.95 in 

the first group and 6.55 in the second group of Spring term1, There 

seems to be no tendency for a decrease or increase in number of 

ounces per feedixg as well as per day with increase in chronological 

age and/or longer stai in the House. The highest number of ounces 

per day and per feeding occurred while Carl was in the care of the 

first group of Spring term, but the differences are small. 

The mean number of ounces per feeding during the period Carl 

was in the care of each of the 18 child directors ranged from 5.96 

to 7.60. The mean of 5.96 occurred with the second child director 

in the second group of Winter term. The moan of 7.60 occurred with 
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the first child director Sn the first group of Spring terxn. 

D1rin« Spring vacation the mean number of ounces par feeding 

(based on 5 recorls) was 8.00, and during Snzmner vacation it was 

7.90, based on 15 records. In both vacation periods, the mean 

number of ounces per feeding as well as per day was higher than in 

the group preceding the vacation period. The mean for Spring vacation 

was higher than the mean for the gro'uz succeeding it as well. 

The mean number of ounces per feeding consumed by Carl during 

the two vacation periods was 7.93 as compared with 6.63 for the 

period Carl was living in the Home 4anagement House. As was noted 

earlier, there was also a tendency for ar1 to consume a greater 

mean number of ounces ner day during the vacation periods than during 

time in the House. A similar tendency was suggested by the correspoM- 

ing material on Martin. 

A comparison of scores received on question two and the mean 

number of ounces per feeding seems to show no relation. Of the three 

students receiving the highest scores in their groups on question two, 

all were students in whose care Carl had a mean number of ounces per 

feeding below the means for the respective groupa. Of the ten students 

receiving zero score on question two, five were students in whose 

care Carl consumed a mean number of ounces per feeding below the 

respective groups' means; with four Osri consumed a mean aboye the 

groupet neen , and With one he constinod a mean iq*a to the croup' s 

mean number of ounces per feeding. 

A comparison of ratings on question ten and the mean number of 



ounces per feedi.ng seems to shaw little relation. 0±' the five 

students receiving the highest scores in their groups on question 

tens three were students with whom Carl consumed a mean number of 

O*ncea abo?e the respective groups' means; with two studente, th* 

mean was below the grows' means. 

Of the five students receiving the lowest scores iii their groups 

on question ten, three were students in whose care Carl had a mean 

number of ounces below the groups respective means; with one student 

the rean was above the group's mean, and with. one student the mean 

was identical to the group's mean. 

d. Paxie Number Feeins raer D 

Table 33. Range in Number of Feedings per Day Recorded 
for Carl by 18 Child Directors in 3 groups. 

:7 ist 2nd 3rd kth 5th C.D. 
Groui* O.D. C.D. C.. 

r. 
C.D. C.D. 

wil 2 1 3. 1 t O 

SI O 1 1 2. 1 1 
sx1 i i O O O I 
*%f refsr to Winter teii S refers to Sorin term. . 

Records kept on daily number of feedings show that the number 

ranged from 3 to 6. The average range in daily number of feedings 

during the eriod Carl vas in the care of 18 Child directors was 

.78. The smallest range in daily number of feedings during the 

period he was cared for by an Individual child director was O. This 

range occurred five times, with the sixth child direCtor in the 

second groui of Winter term, the first chtld director in the first 
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gzoup of String term, aM the thir&, foi.irth, aM fifth chfld diroctor 

irA the second group of Spring term. The greatest range in daily number 

of feedinga zring the time be was cared. for by an lndiYiual child 

director was 2. Thiø range occurred with the first child director 

in the second grou of Winter term. The median range in number of 

feedings per day was 1. 

The yari.ation in munber of feedings er day while Carl was being 

cared for by 18 cbi4 directors can be sumnarized. as followe 

5 cases - range of O 
Mode - 12 cases - range of i 

i case * range of 2 

Table 3L Merage Bange by rm.ps in Number of Daily 
Feedings for Carl. 

7 W II T 
T - L 

Average range - 1.00 .50 

Average range for total period - .78. 

L i 

The group under whose care Cari had. the smallest average range 

in number of daily feedings (.50) was the last group who cared far 

him ( the second group of Spring term) and the group under whose 

care Carl had. the greatest average range in number of feedings per 

day (1.00) was the tiret grou.p, (second group of Winter term). There 

seems to be a tendency for the average range in number of feedings per 

day to decrease with increase in chronological age and/or longer stay 

in the Rouse. 



A comparison was made between the average range in rru1nher of 

feedings per day when Carl was in the Home Management House and the 

range during college vacation periods when he was in a home. 

Table 35. Average Range in Number of eedtngs per Day 
Recorded by Groups tu the Home Management House 
and Bange at Tacation Times. 

I 

Spring Summer 
}!ouse Vacation House Vacation 

C rcordsì sI sII (i recorda) 

(4,. -5.) 

1.00 1.00 .83 .50 1.00 

Average range for total period in House - .78. 
Average range for total period in home - 1.00. 

*w refers to Winter term; S refers to Spring term. 
r': 

The data on ranges in number of feedings per day during the 

time with each groni, of students covered a period of approximately 

Lt to 5 weeks for each group. The range in number of feedings was 

tabulated on the b*sts of 5 daily records during Spring vacation arid 

on 15 daily recoMe for the Sumni r 'v*catien period. There was 

neither decrease nor increase In shift from House to home at Spring 

vacation time, but there was a decrease in the shift from home to 

House for Spring term. The range during Summer vacation was twice 

the average rangs of the group receding that period. There is a 

slight tendency for Carl to have a greater range in number of feedings 

per day while in a home than in the House. 

The records kept by each child director were considered by 
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chmnologiel position of the child director in each group, i.e., 
the first and each succeeding child d.irecto in each group. The 

data on averago range in mmber of feedings per day are presented in 

Table 36. 

Table 36. Yerage tange in Number of Daily ?eedinga with 18 
Child. Directors by Chronological Position of Child 
Director. 

ist C.D. 2nd. C.D. C.D. Zth C.D. th C.D. 6th C.D. 

1.00 1.00 .7 .67 .67 .67 

£irage range is .78. 

_-r- 
- -- 

Carl seems to have a tendency to haxe a greater range in number 

of feedings per day while in the care of the first aM second child 

directors than with the- tour succeeding child directors. This 

possible tendency seems to follow the same tendency to Usettle down" 

suggested by material on mean number and range in number of bowel 

movements and range in number of ounces per day. 

A comparison was made between the results on auestion two and 

the range in number of feedings per day. Of the three studente 

rece&ving the highest scores in their groups on question two, one 

was a student in whose care Carl had a range in nimber of feedings 

per day above the average range for her group; one was below, and the 

third was average for her group. 

0f the ten students receiving zero score on question two, six 

were students in whose care Carl had. a range in number of feedings 

above the group's average range; while in the case of two, the range 



'was below, and with tw the rance was eaua1 to the gup ' e aege 
rauge. This material seems to suggest a tendency for a greater range 

in number of faedSnge with those students receiving zero score on 

ueet1on two. The inverse relation does not seem ta exist with this 

material. However, this is based on a small sample end the differ- 

enoes in ranges are re1atively slight. 

A comparison was me of those students receiving highest and 
lowest scores in their groups on question ten and the range in 

number of feedings er day. Of the five students receiving the 

highest scores in their groups on anestion ten, two were students 

in whose care the range was above, 2 wer's below, and one was identical 

to the respective groups' average ranges. 

Of the five students receiving the lowest scores in their 

groups on question ten, three were studente in whose care the range 

was abov one was below, end one was identical to the respective 
goup5 average ranges. 

There seems to be na relation between range in number of feedings 

per day and scores on question ten. 



C. cas. in - a.bin 

!obin was born on ust 16, 1954, aM entered Withycombe Rouse 

on Soternber 29, 195k, at the age of six weeke and two days. On 

October 1 195k, his weight wae recorded sø ten poun 8nd ten aM 

three-quarter ounces. Robin waø examined. by a local pediatr1ct 0* 

October 1, 195LI. Re remained in Withycombe House, except during 

Thanksgiving vacation, until December 16, 1954, a period of e1eien 

weeks and one dai. On December i6 195 when he was seventeen 

weeks and thz'ee days of' age, Robin was returned to the institution 
in Po?t1ad, where he is at this writing. During hie stay in 

Withycombe House, Robin was cared for by two groups of sthIents, or 

a total of thirteen child directors under the sîxoervieion of one 

resident advl.eor. 

1. Records Bowel Movements 

a. Meai bor 2 Bowel M0?ements 

Pable 7. 4ea Thimber of Daily- owe1 Movoments for Robin with 
1:3 Child Directors. 

1 2nd 3rd. th 5th 6th 7th Q'p* C.D. C,D. C.D. CD. C.D C.D. C.D. 

P I L.67 36O 3.00 Li.00 3.17 3.17 3.33 

F IX :3.17 2.8 3.50 2.67 2.17 3.00 
*F reere to Pall tez. .. 

The mean number of bowel movements per day d.tiring the total pexod 
Robin was in the Home Mengement House was 3.19. The mean was 3.7 



with the first group of Fail term aM 2.89 with the second group of 

'a11 term. 

A comparison between the mean number of bowel movementa per day 

tbat Iobin had during the time he was in the Home Management House 

and. durrig Thanksgiving vacation could no t be mad.e. The bowel move- 

mont records during Thanksivirig vacation were .ncomp1ete. 

The mean number of daily bowel movements during the period 

Robin was oared for by each of the 13 child directors ranged from 

2.17 to .67. The mean of 2.17 occurred with the fifth child direc- 

tor in the second group of Yall trrn. The mean of k.67 occurred with 

the first child director in the flrst go ot Fall t,m. 

The records kept by each child director were considered by days. 

The mean number of bowel movements Robin had on the first and each 

succeeding day with all child directors is presented in Table 38. 

ble 38.. Mean 1Kimber of ily Bevel Movenents for Robin 
with 13 Child Directors ßonsiä.ered by Days. 

1:3 C.D. 13 C.D. 13 C.D. 12 C.D. 12 C.D. 10 C.D. 

2.85 :3.k6 3.38 2.92 .00 .6o 

The loweet mean number of bowel movements ,er day was 2.85 on 

the first day of 
caree with another low point (2.92) occu.rrin on the 

fourth day of care. The highest mean number of bovs3. movements er 

day was 3.60 on the sixth day of care, with anothir high point (3.k6) 

occurring on the second day of care. 



The means for the first, fourth end. fifth daye of eare by child 

directors are below the mean for the total period. The means for 

the eecond third, and sixth da are above the mean for the total 

period. There may be a tendency for Bobin to "settle down" by the 

fourth and fifth days, and to respond to forthcoming change on the 

sixth ¿ay of care by the highest mean number of bevel. o'verents of 

all. However, the lowest mean. of al]. with the first child directors 

seems to refite this nossible tendency. 

The mean daily number of bowel movements during the time 

Bobin was in the care of 12 of the 13 child directors was tabulated 

by grouping the child directors according to the order in which each 

cared for Robi*, i.e., the first child directors in both groups and 

eh successive chi1c director in. both groupa. 

Table :39. Mean Number of Daily Bowel Movements for Robin with 
12 Child Directora by Position as Child Director. 

ist C.) 2í. C.D. rd C.D. 4th C.D. th C.D. 6th C D 

3.92 3.22 3.25 3.3k 2.67 3.09 

Mean of these means ta 3.25. 

The løwest mean number of bowel mo?eMente per day (2.6?) 

occurred when Robin was in the care of the child directors in fifth 

position, while the next lowest point (3.09) occurred with the sixth 

child directors. The highest mean number of daily bowel movements 

(3.92) occurred with the first child directors, with the next 

highest mean (3.34) occurring with the fourth child directors. low 



means for Martin and Carl also occurred on the fifth and sixth days. 

High means for Martin and C5x1 occnrred. on the first and. fourth days 

of care. 

There is an increase of .2 ftom the fifth to the sixth days of 

care which may reflect the possible tendency described earlier for 

Robin to respond to forthcoming change with an increase in mean. 

nwnber of bowel movements er day. 

The Appendix contains a graph which gives the number of bowel 

movements each day for each of the five infants by chronological age 

in weeks and days. br Robin there seems to be an absence of estab- 

lished pattern in number of bowel movements er day. 

b. Ra îwnber Bowel Movements ner 

Table Lowest and. Highest Number of Daily Bowel Movements 
Recorded for Robin Airing Care by 13 Child Directors 
1* 2 Groupe. 

1t 2nd. ' 3rd. ZI.th 5th 6th 7th 
Grouo CiDIL C.D. C.1 C.DA SD C.D. 

F I 3-? 3-k 2-Li. 24 i-6 2-4 2-4 

1* XI 2-k 2-4 2-5 lJ -3 1-5 

* refers to Fall term. 

Records for Robin on bowel moemente were available from 13 

child directors. Records kept on number of bowel movements er day 

showed that the number ranged from i to 7. The range which occurred 

møt frequently (5 timeø) during the period he was in the care of 

an individua]. child director was freni 2 to 4, or a renge of 2. The 



Bmallest range in fll2mber of daily bowel movernent during one period 

was 1. This variation occirreci. during the time Robin was in the 

care of the second child director in the first group of F11 term, 

The greatest range was between i and. 6, or a range of 5. This vari- 

ation occurred during the time Robin was in the care of the fifth 
child director in the first group of pall tenn. 

Variation in number of daily bowel movements while the infant 

wa in the care of each of the 13 students ma be summarized as 

fo11ow ¡ 

i case - range of I 
Mode - 6 cases - range of 2 

2 cases - range of 
3 cases - renge of k 
i ease - range of 5 

Pobint s characteristic pattern seems to be a variation of 2 in 

number of daily bowel movements during the period he was cared for 

by an individual child director. This range occurred three timos in 

the first group of Fall term and three times in the second group of 

tall term. A comparison between the range in number of bowel 

movements that Robin had during the time he was in the Home Manege- 

nent House and during Thanksgiving vacation could no t be made. The 

bowel movement records during Thanksgiving vacation were ineonplete. 

The records kept by each child director were considered by 

chronological position of the child directors in each group, 

the first and. each succeeding child director in each group. The 

data on average range in number of daily bowel movements under all 
first child direotors s.eosd. child directors and so on are presented 

in Table ki. 
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T*ble L1. Average Bange in Number of Daily Bowel Movements 
for Robin with 12 Child. Directora by Position as 
Cbfl4 Director. 

let C.D. 2nd. C.D. rd C D L.th C.D. tb C.D 6th C.D 

3.00 1.50 2.50 3.50 3.50 3.00 

The smal1et average range in nwnber of daily bowel movements 

iras 1.50 with the second Child directors, based on material from 2 

second child directors. The greatest average range in number of 

daily bowel movements was 3.50 with the fourth and. fifth child direc- 

tors, based on material from 2 fourth and. 2 fifth child. directors. 

There is a difference of 1,5 among the average ranges with the 

child directors in the first three chronological positions, and a 

difference of 0n17 .5 among the aver*e rangea with the child 

directors in the last three positions. This may suggest a possible 

tendency for Robin to "settle downli with the last three child 

directors, although the last three average ranges are greater than 

the first three, 

e. Soctg1ejc Batine 

The scorel recei'rM by students on soctometric ratings d.eecribed 

earlier were considered in relation to the bowel movement records 

of the infant while he was in their care. Scores on question two 

indicated how the students felt about each other in the role of child 

di ree ter. 
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Â conipsrion wa ¡nade between scores ou question two end. the 

menn nmnber of bowel rno'erneuts ier day.. Of the three students 

receiving the highest scores in their group ou question two, two 

were students in whose care Robin had a mean number of bowel move- 

mente above their groups' means; with one Robin h. a mean below the 

group's mean. 

Of the seven students receiving zero seo2e On question two, 

four were students in whose care Robin he a mean below the gronre' 

means, and three were students t whose ears Robin had. a mean 

number of bowel movements above the groups' meaa. 

There may be a sltght tendency for Robin to have a higbar man 

number of bowel movements per day with those students rated highest 

on queetion two and a. lover number of bowel movements with those 

students rated lowest on piestion two. 

Two of the students tu the second group of Fa11 term tied. for 

highest score on question two. Of the three students receiving the 

highest scores in their groups on qustion two two were students in 

whose care Robin h*d a range in number of bowel movements below the 

average range for their group; with one child director, the range was 

above the grotto average range. 

or the seven students receiving zero score on question two, 

four were students in whose care Pobin had a range above the group's 

average ranges in number of bowel movements, and. three were studente 

in whose care Robin had a range below the groups' average ranges. 

There may be a slight tend.enc for Robin to have a smaller range 



in number of bowel movements with those studente rated highest in 

their groups on question two and a greater range In number of bowel. 

movements with those sttid.ents rated lowest in their groups on 

question two. 

On question ten each student was asked to describe how she 

felt with each of her peers in the group by rating them from "very 

uncomfortable" to "very comfortab1e" 

In the care of all of the three child directors receiving the 

highest sorss in their groups on question ten, Robin had a mean 

number of bowel movements below the groups' means. 

In the care of one of the two child directors receiving the 

lowest scores in their groups on question ten, Robin had. a mean 

below the group's mean; with one Robin had a mean number of bowel 

movements aboyo the group's mean. 

Of the three students receiving the highest scores in their 

groups on question ten, two were students in whose cars Robin had a 

range in number of bowel movements below the groups average ronges; 

with one, the range was above the group's average range. 

In the care of both of the students receiving the lowest scores 

in their groups on question ten, Robin had a range in number of bowel 

movements below the groups' average ranges. 

There seems to be no consistent relation between question ten and. 

range in number of bowel movements. Robin seems to tend to have a 

lower mean number of bOwel movements with those students receiving the 

highest scores In their groups on question ten than with those reeeivmg 
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the lowest scores. The inverse relation ta not evident. 

2. Reeord Fee.i 

L. Meen Thmber Owices er 

Table L2. Meen Number of Ounces of Milk per Day Recorded for 
Robin by 13 Child Directors in 2 Grrnps. 

ist 2nd 3rd Z.th 5th 6th 7th 
Grouü C.D. C.D. C.D. C.D. C.D. C.D. 

' I 29.8 26.8i 28.l 32.21 31.96 31.88 36.33 

P II 3k.92 31.30 32.85 33.2 31.80 31.30 

*7 reten to *fl 

T,, ' ..,'L 

term. 

'Mrj '' 

e nean nmnber of ounces consumed dailT flGbin durtn the time 

he was .n the care of 13 chi1. directors ranged from 26.81 to 36.33 

owices. The mean of 26.81 occurred while Robin was in the care of 

the second child director in the fjrst group of a11 term. The 

mean of 36.33 occu.rred. with the evonth child director in the first 

group of !ail term. 

The mean number of ounces consumed daily by Robin thiring the 

time he was in Withycombe House was 31,7$. The meat for the time 

he was in the care of the first group was 31.02. With the second 

group of Fall term the mean was 32.60, an increase of 1.58 owices. 

The mean number of ounces Robin conswned daily during Thanks- 

giving vacation was 37.25 ounces. This metn is 5.50 ounces greater 

than the mean number of ounces Ibbin consumed while tu the care of 

13 child directors. 



The mean number of' ounces consumed daily by Robin during the 

time he was in the care of each child director was tabulated b 

grouping the child directors according to the order in which each 

cared for Robin, i.e., the first child director in both grouvs and 

ali successi'e child directors in both grOups. 

Table ':3. Mean ily Number of Ounces of Milk Reported for 
Robin by 12 ChIld Directors by Position as hi1d 
Director. 

ist C D 2nd. C D. rd CD 4th Q.fl th C.D. 6th c.D. 

32.3$ 29.06 ,0,I9 32.82 31.88 31.59 

The lowest ine number of ounces ter d.ay was 29.06 with the 

second child directors, based on material from 2 second child direc- 

tors. The highest mean was 32.82 with the fourth child directo rs 

based on material from 2 fourth child directors. 

Thirizg the time Robtu was in the care of the second child 

directors, the a'cemge range in number of bowel movements was 

smallest, and while he was in the care of the fourth child. directors 

the average range in ni.mber of bowel moyements was greatest. In 

correa,onding material on Martin, the relation between range in 

number of bowel movements ans. meen number of ounces per day was 

similar to the relation found in the material on Robin. With the 

sixth child directors, Carl had. the smallest average range in 

number of bowel movements and consumed the lowest mean number of 

ounces per day. However. the child directors in whose care Carl 

had the greatest average range in number of bowel movements and the 
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higheat meen rrnmber of ounces ner day were the third. and first child. 

directors respectively. 

Thie material may suggeøt a tendency for the infntß to conue 

a higher meen number of ounces per day while in the care of those 

child directors with whom the infants had the greatest range in 

number of bowel movements, and a lower mean number of ounces per 

day while in the care of thoee child directors with whom they had a 

smaller range in number of bowel movements, or it may be a simnle 

relationship of intake and. output. 

A comparison of the studente' ratings on question two, de- 

scribed earlier, and the mean number of ounces per day consumed. by 

Robin seems to suggest a tendency for Robin to consume a lower mean 

number of ounces per day in the care of those studente receiving 

the highest scores in their groups on question two and a higher mean 

number of ounces rer thy in the care of those students receiving 

zero score on question two. 

Of the three students receiving the highest scores in their 

groute on question two, two were students in whose care Robin con- 

suined a mean number of ounces per day lower than the means, 

while with one he consumed a mean higher than the group's mean. 

With six of the seven students receiving zero score on question 

two, Robin consumed a mean number of ounces ter day higher than the 

groups' means, while with one he consumed e mean lower than the 

group's mean. 

A comparison of the students' ratings on question ten and the 



meen number of ounces consumed daily by Robin seems to suggest a 

slight tendency for robin to consume a higher mean number of ounces 

with those students receiving the highest scores in their groups on 

question ten, aM a lower mean number of ounces with those students 

receiving the lowest scores in their groups. 

Of the three stud.ents receiving the hIghest scores in their 

groups on pxestton ten, two were students in whose care Robin con- 

sumed a mean number of ounces above the group's mean, while with 

one he consumed a mean below the group mean. 

With both of the students receiving the lowest scores in their 
groue on ueation ten, Robin consumed a mean number of ounces oor 

day below the groups' means. The results for Robin are similar to 

those found in the same material on Martin and Carl. 

b. Range mber Owice oer 

ible 4. Range in Number of Ounces of )(ilk per Day Recorded 
tor Robin by 13 OhIld DIrectors. 

.. 

ist 2nd 3r& '4th 5th 6th 7th 
&rout C.D. C.D. C.D C.D. C.D. C.D. C.D. 

P I .50 Zi.25 i6.00 9.75 9.25 6.00 9.00 

P II 8.50 7.25 L.25 9.00 10.25 9.00 

*7 refers to 1*3.1 ter 

Records on feeding were available for 13 child directors. 
Records kept on daily number of ounces consumed by Robin show that 

the number rengad from 20.50 to L1.00. The averege range in number 



of ounces per day Robin ooneuxned during the period he was ii the 

care of 13 child. directors was 7.92. The entalleøt range in daily 

miinber of owices couBumed during the period he was in the care of 

an individual child. direotor wae .50. Thia range occurred during 

the time Robin was in the care of the first child director in the 

first grou of Fall term. The greatest raze in daily number of 

ounces conswned during the period Robin was in the care of en 

individual child director was 16.00. This range occurred during 

the ti.me obin was in the care of the third child. director in the 

first group of Fall term. The niedian range was 9.00, as compared 

with the average raie of 7.92. 

Table Average Range in Number of Ounces of Milk per 
Day by Groups - 13 Child Directors. 

Grouo PI 711 

Average range 7.82 8.O 

The range in number of ounces per day increased by . 22 from the 

first group to the second group of Pall term. 

A comparison was made between the average range in number of 

ounces per day when Robin was in the Home Management House end the 

range during Thanksgiving vacation. The average range was 7.92 with 

13 child directors. The range during Thanksgiving vacation was 5.50. 

The vacation range was smaller then the range in number of ounces 

during the time Robin was in the care of 10 of the 13 individual 

child directors. 



The recorde kept by each child director were considered by 

chronological position of the child director in each group, i.e., the 

first and each succeeding child director in each group. The data 

on average range in daily number of ounces under all the first child 

directors and the succeeding child directors by chronological posi- 

tien in each group are presented in Table 46. 

Table 46. Average Bange in Iumber of Ounces of Milk per ]y 
Recorded for Robin by 12 Child Directors According 
to Position as ht1d Director. 

istOD 2ndCD rdC.D £i.tbCD tbCD 6thCD 

4.50 5.75 1O.l 9.8 9.75 7.50 

(Average is 7.83) 

The amalleet sversge range In mimber of ounces per ¿ay (Li.50) 

occurred during the time Robin was in the care of the first child 

directors. The greatest average range in number of ounces per day 

(10.13) occurred during the time Robin was in the Care of the third 

child directors. 

The smaller average iuges, occurring with the first and second 

child directors seem to suggest that Robin has a tendency to 

decrease in range in number of ounces per day after group change. 

Although the average ranges with the successive four child directora 

are considerably greater than with the first two, the sixth is 

relatively low, which may refute the possibility of this tendency, 

or may be suggestive of a response to forthcoming change in groups. 

A conrparison of the students' ratings on question two aM the 



range in number of ounces per &ay consumed by Iobin oerns to show 

no constatent relationship. Cf the three students receiving the 

highest scoree in their groups ou question two, (two etwients tied. 

for highest score in the second grout), two were chil6. directors 

1-n whose care the range in number of ounces per day was above the 

group average range aM the average range with ali child directors. 

With one of these, the range was below the average ranges. 

of. the seven students receiving zero score on queetiOn two, 

four were students lxi whose care of Robin the rnge was aboye, aM 
three were below the groups average ranges and. the average range 

with all students. 

J com'parison between resulte on question ten and the range in 

number of ounces per day seems to show little relation between 

the two factors. Of the three students receiving the highest scores 

in their groups on question ten1 (two students tied for highest 

score iii the first group), two were students in whose care the range 

in number of ounces was greater than the group average range, while 

with one, the range was smaller than the group average range and 

the average range with all child directors. 

Of the two students receivIng the lowest scores in their grou.p 

on question ten, one had a range above and the other below their 

respective gronos' average ranges aM the average range of ali the 

child directors. 



c. Mean Ntuber of Ounces Feeding 

Table 47. Mean Number of Ounces of Milk per ?eecUng Iecorded. 
for 1obin by 13 Child. Directors. 

ist 2nd. 3rd. 4th 5th 6th 7th 
Grou* CD 9e]?. ChD4 C.D. C.D.. ÇD. Q.D. 

F I 5.26 .29 ¡i.69 14..11 5.48 5.03 5.32 

F II 5.99 5,59 5,].3 5.57 5.30 6.80 

Mean number of ounces per day with 13 child directors - 5.22. 

F refers to FaU term. .., 

The mean number of ounces per feeding dnring the period Robin 

was in the care of 13 child directors vas 5.22 ounces. Considered 

by groups, the means were 4.85 ounces with the first croup and 5.69 

ounces with the second. group of Fall term. This might suggest a 

tendency to i.rease in mean number of ounces per feeding with 

increase in chronological age and/or longer stay in the House. The 

greater mean number of ounces per day and per feeding occurred while 

Robin was in the care of the second group. 

The mean number of ounces per feeding during the period Robin 

was in the care of each of the 13 child directors ranged from 4.11 

to 6.80 ounces. The mean of 4.11 occurred while Robin vas in the 

care of the fourth child director in the first group of Fall term. 

The mean of 6.80 occm'rea while Robin was in the care of the sixth 

child director in the second group of Fall term. 

During Thanksgiving vacation, the mean number of ounces per 

feeding (based on b daily records) was 5.32. The mean number of 



s, 

cune per fee4trig a well per dy was higher thirng the fottr- 

thq vatat:ìon period bhn duyg the periot with 13 chIld. directore, 

miggestixg a tendency toward a higher mean number of ounces per 

feeding as well as per thy thiring the vacation periods. However, 

the vacation records are too few in zmmber to suggest a conclusive 

teMenc7 * 

A comparison of scores received on qiestion two and the mean 

number of ounces per feeding seems to show little relation between 

the two factors. There may be a slight tendency for Robin to consume 

a higher mean number of ounces with those students rated highest in 

their groups on quøstion two aM a lower nìean number of ouncee with 

those stidents rated lowest in their groups on question two. 

of the three students receiving the highest scores in their 

groupe on question two, two were students durixg whose care Robin 

consumed a mean number of ounces per feeding above the groupe' 

means, and with one he consumed a mean below the group's moan. 

of the seven stxdents receiving zero score on question two, 

four were stu.&ents in whose care Robin consumed a mean number of 

ounCes per feeding below the groups' means; with three students 

receiving zero score, Rob in had a mean above the group' s meen. 

A comparison of ratings on question ten and the mean number 

of ounces per feeding seems to show little relation. There may be 

a slight tendency for Robin to consume more ounces Der feeding while 

in the care of those etudents with whom other students felt "most 

comfortable' in the group, and fever ounces per feeding while tu the 



care of those st4ent rated. as "least comfortablet' in the group. 

0±' the three stents receiving the highest scores In their group 

on question tens two were student$ in whoee care Robin consumed a 

mean nimber of omees per feeding above the group mean, and in the 

care of one, Robin consumed a meen lower than the group mean. 

In the care of both of the students receiving the lowest scores 

in their groupa on question 10, Robin consumed a mean number of 

ounces per feeding lower than the group& means. 

d. Range Number Peedins er 

Table 48. ange in Number of 'eedinga per Da Becorded for 
Robin by 13 Child Directors in 2 Groups. 

let 2M 3rd Lth 5th 6th 7th 
rout* C.D. C.D. QL C.D,. C.i.. C.D. C.D. 

FI 3. 1 14 4' 2 ¡4 

FIX 2 2 1 3 2 3. 

*J, refers to i3.i term. 

Recercla kept on daily number of feedings show that the number 

ranged from ¿1 to 10. The average range in daily number of feedings 

during the period Bobiu was in the care of 13 child directo was 

2.31. The smallest range in daily number of feedings durirg the 

period he was in the care of en individual child director was 1. 

This range occurred 4 times, with the first said second child directors 

in the first group, and with the third and sixth child directors in 

the second group of Fall term. In the care of these four child 



directors, bbiu had. a moan nunber of bowel moemeuts above the 

grouts' means. 

The greatest rsnge in daily number oi feMi.ngs d.ur3.ng the tine 

he was in the care of an individual child director was 4. This 

range occurred. 3 times, with the third1 fourth and øixth child 

directors in the first grouD of Pall term. The median range in 

number of feedings oer da was 2, compared with 2,31, the average 

ramge. 

The variation in number of feedings per dar while Robin was in 

the care of 13 child directors can be summarized as follows: 

k cases - range of i 
14. casos - range of 2 
2 cases - range of 3 
3 cases - range of k 

The average range in number of feedings er day while Robin was 

in the care of the first group was 2.71, and wth the second growp 

it was 1.B3. This might suggest a ossib10 tendency for the range 

i* number of feedings per day to decrease with increase in chrono- 

logical age and/or longer stay in the House. Cari showed a etmilar 

tendency, but Martin did. not. 

A. comparison was made between the average range in. number et 

feedings er dar when Robin was in the Homo Management House and 

during Thanksgiving vacation when he was in a home. The average 

range was 2.31 when he was in the care of 13 child directors, and O 

when he was in a home. There seems to be a possible tendency for a 

smaller range when Robin wa in a. home than when he was in the Home 



Management House. Howe'ver, the catton range i based on a period. 

of only ¿f thys. 

The record.s kept by each child director vere considered. by 

chronological poøition cf the child. director in each gro.p, i.e., 
the first aM each succeed.ing child director in each group. The 

data on average range in number of feedings er day are presented 

in Table 49. 

Table 49. Average Bange in Number of Daily )eedings with 
12 Child Directors by Chronological Position as 
Child Director. 

ist C . 2nd C.D. 3rd C D 4th C.D - 5th C D 6th C D. 

1.50 1.50 2.50 3.50 2.00 2.50 

.verage range is 2.27. 

The smallest average range in number of feedings per day (i.50) 
occurred with the child directors in first and. second position. 

The greatest average range (3.50) occurred with the fourth child 

directors. 

With the second child directora, Robin had the smallest average 

range in number of bowel movements and. consumed the lowest mean 

number of omcea per day. WIth the fourth child directors, Robin 

had. the greatest average inge in number of bowel movements and 

consumed the highest mean number of ounces per day. This material 

on Robin seems to suggest a possible tendency for a ositive rela- 
tion among these three factors. However, the corres,onding material 

on Martin and Carl does not suggest this tendency. 



A comparison vas made between the results on questiou two nd 

the range in number of feedìns per tey. There eeeme to be no 

eonsThtent relation between the two factors. Of the three students 

rece11ng the highest scores in their groups on uest1on two, two 

were £tudeuts in whose care Robin had. a range in number of feeaings 

per day greater than the grcmpe' average ranges; with one student 

the range was below the gous average range. 
Of the seren stu&ents receiving zero score on queetion two, 

four were students in whose care the range was greater than the grs' 
average rangee n number of feedings per day; with three students, 

the range was less than the groutst average ranges. 

A comparison was made of those students receiving highest and 

lowest scores in their groups on question ten and. the range in 

number of feedings per day. Of the three students receiving the 

highest scores, two were students during whose care the range was 

above and one was below the grouDs average ranges. 

of the two students receiving the lowest scores in their groups 

on question ten, with one the range was greater and with one the 

range was smaller than the groups' average ranges. 

As with the material on Martin and Carl, there seems to be no 

consistent relation between results on question ten and range in 

number of feedings per dey. 
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D. Case IT * Duncan 

Duncan was born on August 19, 195L., and entered Kent House on 

January 12, 1955, at the age of twenty wee1s and. six days. Duncan 

was exanined by a local ted1atrician on Jamiar 1, 1955, and his 

weight was recorded as fourteen pounds and. twelve omcee. He re- 

mained. in Kent House, except during Spring vacation, until April 28, 

1955, a period ci' fifteen weeks and one day. On April 28, 1955, 

,h*n he was thirty-six weeks of age, Duncan was returned to the 

nstitution in Portland, whare he is at this writing. Daring his 

stay in Kent Honae, Dmøan vas cared for by three groupe of students, 

or a total of seventeen child directors, under the supervisiou of 

one resident advisor. 

1. Bepo of Bowel Moiements 

a. Mean Nubi kvei Movements er Da 

Table 50. Mean Huinber of Daily Bowel 
with 17 Q11d Directors. 

Movements for Duncan 

. 

let 2nd 3rd 4 tb 
r 

5th 6th 
GreD C.D. C.D. C.D. C.D. C.i. C.D.. 

w i 2.60 2.75 2.80 2.60 2.50 2.17 
w ii 2.00 2.80 1.17 1.17 1JO 2.60 
w I L57 1.83 2.83 2.00 1.60 

Mean for total period in House - 2.08. 

*w refers 

r 

to Winter term; S 

:. . . . 

refers to Spring teme. 

. r L 



The mean number of bowel mo?ement per d&y during the total 

period Duncan was in the Home Management Honse was 2.08. The means 

by groupe were 2.17 with the first grotu, 1.82 with the secoM 

grp, and 1.97 with the third. groni,. 

During Spring vacation, (records kept on 10 days), the mean 

was 2.10. This is higher than the means occurring with the groupe 

immediately preceding and succeeding the vacation period. The 

vacation mean was .02 higher than the mean during the total period 

in Kent House. There may be a tendency suggested by thts material 

for Duncan to have a higher mean number of bowel movements when cared 

for in a home, but the difference between the vacation mean and the 

House mean is so slight it is almost negligible. This poseible 

tendency îs similar to that suggested by corresponding material on 

Carl, where the vacation mean was 3.O as conmared with .O8 for 

the three grouDs stndied. 

The mean number of daily bowel movements during the Per&Od 

Duncan was cared for by 17 child directors ranged from 1.17 ta 

2.83. The mean of 1.17 occurred with the third aM fourth chtl& 

dirctors in the second group of Winter term. The me of 2.83 

occurred. with the third child director in the first group of SDring 

term. 

The records kept by each child director were considered by days. 

The mean number of bowel movements Duncan had. ou the first and each 

succeeding day with aU child directors is presented in Table 51. 



!Pable $1. Mean Wthnber of I11- Bowel Movemente for Duncan. 
with 17 child. Directors Considered br Dars 

ist 2nd. Days 3rd. Days kth Days 5th Days 6th Days 
(17 C 1 ) (17 CJ) ) (i? C D,) (17 C,D ) (1? C.D.) (7 o D.) 

2,06 1.94 2.06 2.59 2.00 
- 

L ;L___ L___;. - --- 

The lowest ms* nurnber of bowel moernente per day was 1.57 on 

the sixth d.ts of caro. The highest mean nunber of bowel movements 

or day was 2.59 on the fourth days of care. The means remain auite 

constant except for an increase on the fourth day and a decrease 

on the sixth dey. If the figures from the fourth through the aixth 

days of care are considered., there is a ttecrease. This itgbt suggest 

a tossible tendency for Duncan to be "settling down" during these 

deys, or it might suggest a -noint of relaxation on the fourth day 

with a resoouse to the impending hif t in child directOrs by fewer 

bowel movements on the sixth day. 

The meen number of daily bowel movements during the time Duncan 

was in the care of the 17 child. directors was tabulated. by grouping 

the child directors according to the order in which each cared for 
Duncan i.e., the first child directors in all groups and each 

successive child director in all groups. 

Pable 52. Mean 3umber of Daily Bowel Movements for Thuan 
with 17 ChIld Directors by Position as Child 
Director, - 

let C.D 2nd. C D. 'rd. CD kth C D th C D th CD. 

2.06 2.zl6 2.27 1.92 1.67 2.39 

Mean of these means is 2.11. 



The lowest mean number of bowel movements per day1 (1.67), 

occurred when Thncan was in the care of the Child directors in fifth 
nosition. The highest mean number of bowel movements Der day, 

(2.146), occurred when Duncan was in the care of the child directors 
in second Dosition. 

Duncan had. the lowest means while in the care of the fourth 

and fifth child directors, Derhaps suggeetir a point of "settling 
down. " There was a steady decrease in mean from the second through 

the fifth child directors, with an inore se of .72 from the fifth 
to the sixth child directors, which may suggest a possible tendency, 

similar to that found in corresponding on Robin, for Duncan to 

reeDond to forthcoming change in groups with an increase in mean. 

The high mean with the second child c1irector might be considered 

a t$delyd reaction" to the change. 

The Appendix containa a graph which gives the number of b.wel 

rnoveiente each day for each of the five infants by chronological age 

in weeks and days. For Duncan there seems to be an absence of 

established Dattern in number of bowel movements er day. 

b. Ba uaber of Bowel Noyements er 

able 5:3. Lowest and Highest Thmber of Daily Bowel Movements 
Recorded for DOEncan During Care by 17 Child 
Directors in Grouns. 

it 2nd 3rd ¡ith th 6th 
Gro C.D., CD. C.D.. C.D. C.D. C.D. 
w I i-5 2-3 2-a. 2-3 2-2 1-4 
w it 1-3 l-li 1-2 0-2 1-2 2-3 
s I 1-2 1-3 1-4 l-3 l-2 

refers to Winter term S refers to Snrin te. 
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Records for Duncan on bowel moyementg wei'e available front 17 

child d1zectora. Recorde kei,t on nunber of boe1 inoemente er day 

hov that the number znged front O to 5. The range which occurred 

most frequently (Lii tS.mes) durtng the period he wa8 in the care of 

an individual child director wa from 1 to 2, or a range of 1. The 

ma11eet range in number of bowel movements during one period vae O. 

Thie 'rartation occurred thrtn the time Thmcan was in the care of 

the fifth child director in the tiret grouD of Winter terni. The 

greatest rge wa.e between i and. 5, or a range of A Tht varia- 

tien occurred during the thas DunORn was in the care of the first 

child airsetor in the first group of Winter term. 

Variation in iruniber of daily bowel rnoyement while the infant 

was in the care of each of the 17 stidents may be summarized as 

follows: 

i. case - range of O 
Mode - 7 cases - range of i 

5 cases - rznge of 2 
3 cases - range of 3 
lease -range or 

characteristic ,attern seems t.o be a variation of i 

in ni*br et daily bowel movements during the period be was cared 

for by an individual child director. This range occurred twice in 

the first group of Winter term, 3 times in the second group of 

Winter term. and. twice in the first group of String term. The second 

group seems to be the most consistent. The variability does not 

seem to change in any consistent way with length of stay in the 

House or increase in chronologIcal age for Duncan. 



A comparison wa made between the range in number of bowel 

novements that Duncan had during the time he wae tu the Home Mane- 

rient flouee and. during String vacation when he wae in a home (eee 

Table 5k). 

Table 51+. Lowest end Highest Number of Daily Bowel Movements 
Recorded by rouos in the Home Management Rouse and 
at Vacation Times. 

House - Sring Hø*aø 
w ix iO recorde) S i 

3.5 O-k i-3 i-4 

The data on ranges in Duncan's nimber of daily bowel movements 

during the time with each grona' of stndents covered a period of 

approximately k to 5 weeks for each grouD. The range in Dunean' s 

number of dMiy bowel movements was based on 10 daily records during 

Spring vacation. 

The iD«5 was saU.r during the Spring vacation period. than 

with the groupe preceding and. succeeding the vacation. There seems 

to be e. slight tendency for Duncan to have a smaller range in rnmber 

of bowel movements during the period in a home than during the periods 

in ¡Cent House. 

The recorde kept by each child director were considered by 

chronological position of the child directors in each group, i.e., 

the first and e*ch succeeding child director in each group. The 

data on average range in nuziber of daily bowel movements under ail the 

first child directors, the second child directors and so on are 
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presented in Table 55. 

Table 55. Average Range in Thimbor of Daily Bowel Movements 
for Duncan with 17 ChIld Directors by Position as 
Child Director. 

z C.D.s 

2.33 2.00 2.00 1.67 .67 2.00 

e smallest average range in number of daily bowel novernente 

was .67 wIth the fifth child director,, with another low point, 

(1.67), occurring with the foirtb child directors, based on material 

from 3 fifth and 3 fourth child directors. The greatest average 

range in number of dMly bowel movements was 2.33 with the first child 

directors, based on material frani 3 first child directors. 

There is a consistent decrease in average range in number of 

daily bowel movements from the first through the fifth child 

directors, with an increase of 1.33 from the fifth to the sixth 
child director. This material suggests a tendency for Duncan to 

settie down«, and then to respond to forthcoming change by an 

increase with the øixth child directors. This t,oesible resionse to 

forthcoming change is similar to that suggested by the material on 

moan number of bowel movements for Robin and. Duncan but it is not 

suggested by material on range for RobS.*. 



c. Sp1ometi'ic Batine 

The scores received by students on ocionrntr1c ratings described 

earlier vere considered in relation to the bowel mo'veineut records of 

the infant while he was in their care. Scores on question two 

indicated how the stadeuts felt about each sthsr in the role of 

Child director. 

A comtarison between the scores on question two end the niea 

number of bowel movements ter day eere to show no consistent re- 

latten between the two factors. 

Three of the four stu.ents receiving the higbest scores in their 

growpe on question two were students in whose care ncan hsd a 

mean number of bowel oemente above the groxs mes** 4 tth one 

student, Duncan had a mean below the grMips meen. 

?iye of the nine students receiying ze score on question two 

were students in whose care Duncan had a mean number of bowel move- 

mente above the grouoe' means; with four students, Duncan had a 

mean below the groups' means. 

Two Btudents in the first grout of Winter term tied for highest 

score on question two, .All of the four students receiving the 

highest scores in their groups on ueetion two were students in 

whose care Duncan had. a range in number of bowel movements above 

their groups' average ranges. 

Of the nine students receiving zero score on question two, five 

were students in whose care Duncan had a range in number of bowel 



movemente below their groups' aemge ranges, and four were studexitø 

lu whose care Duncan had a range aboye the groups' aarage range8. 

There seems to be a ten.ency for Duncan to have a greater raflge 

in immber of bowel moeinents while in the care ö those studenta 

receiving the highest scorse in their groups on question two. The 

inverse relation i not as clear-cut. 

In question ten, each student was asked to describe how she 

felt with each of her peers in the group by rating th fron "vei 

uncomfortable to vory comfortable. Two students in the second 

group of Winter term and two in the first growo of Spring term tied 

for highest coors in their group on question ten. 

Â comparison was made between the scores on 4.tion ten aM 

the mean nnmber of bowel movements. Of t ft atents receiving 

the highest scores in their group on question ten, four were students 

in whose care Autcan had a mean number of bowel movements below 

the groups' means; with one, the mean was aboye the group's mean. 

Of the three students receiving the lowest scores in their grot 

on question ten, two were students in whose care Duncan had a mean 

nimber of bowel movements above the groups' means, while with one, 

the mean was below the gups mean. 
There may be a slight tendency suggested. by this material on 

Duncan for the mean to be lower while Duncan was in the care of those 

students receiving the highest scores in their group on question ten. 

The inverse relation is not as clear-cut but is in the same direction. 



J comparison between scores on question ten and the range in 

number of bowel movements seems to show slight relation between the 

two factors. 

Of the five students recai&ng the highest scores in their 
group on question ten, three were students in whose care Duncan had 

a range in number of bowel movements below their groupai average 

ranges; with two of the students the range vas above the groups' 

average ranges. 

Two of the three students receiving the lowest scores in their 

grous on question ten were studente in whose care Duncan had a range 

in number of bowel movements above the groups' average ranges; With 

one, the range was below the group' s average range. 

There may be a possible tendency suggested by this material 

for Duncan to have a. smaller range in number of bowel movements 

while in the care of those students receiving the highest scores in 

their groe on question ten, and a greater range while in the care 

of those students receiving the lowest scores in their groups on 

question ten. 



2. Recorde 

Table 56, Mean Nuiber of Ounces of Milk psT Recordad for 
Duncan b 17 Chtld Directors. 

t 
* 

w I 28,25 29.13 
w ii 27.17 214..80 

s I 18.18 2L.38 

23.20 28.25 
22.67 25.13 
22.142 20.10 

*w referB to Winter term; S refers to S,ring term. 

29.Ll5 21.75 
2J.Li.O 25.90 
'9.30 

The mean nuitber of ouncee consnmed dMly by Duncan during the 

time he wa in the care of 17 child directors ranged from 18.18 

to 29.L5 ounces. The mean of 18.18 occurred while Duncan was in 

the care of the first child director in the first grout of Spring 

term. The mean of 29.k5 ounces occurred. with the fifth child 

director in the first group of Winter term. 

The mean number of ounces consumed by Duncan during the time 

he wae in sent House wae 2L.05. The highest grorp mean (26.113) 

occurred while Duncan was in the care of the first of Winter 

term. The lowest group meen (20.86) occurred while Duncan wae in 

the care of the first group of Spring term. With the eecond group 

of Winter term the mean was 2.70. There seern to be a coneistent 

decreaee in mean number of ouncee er day with increase in chrono- 

logical age and/or longer atay in the Houee. 

The mean number of ouncee rer day conanined b7 Duncan during 



Spring vacation was 21.93 ouncee, 2.12 otuces 1es thnn the mean 

du.ring hie total time in Kent House. There waa deøreaee in mean 

from the aecond. group of Winter term to the Srtng vacation, and a 

decreaee from SDriug vacation to Spring term. There seems to be a 

poseible tenclenc7 for the decrease to be consistent regardless of 

whether Duncan was in the Home Management House or in a borne. 

The mean number of oumees consumed daily by Duncan during the 

time he was in the care of each child director was tabulated by 

grouping the child directors according to the order in which each 

cared for Duncan, i.e., the first child director in all groups and 

al]. successive child directors in all groupe. 

Table 57. Mean Daily Number of Ounces of Milk Reported for 
Duncan by 17 Child Directors by Position as Child 
Director. 

],st C.D. 2nd. C D rd. C D .th C.D. SCJL 6th C.D. 

2.53 26.10 22.76 24.8 22.83 

The lowest mean number of ounces per day vas 22.76 with the 

third child directors. The highest mean number of ounces ter day 

ws 26.10 with the second child directors. 

There te a difference of only 3.5L. ounces between the lowest 

and the highest means. This suggests a tendency for Duncan to conewo 

about the saine number of ounces with each child director, regardless 

of her position in the group. The numbers are each based on three 

child directors, with the exeeDtion of the sixth child directoret 

mean which is based on only 2 child directors. 



A comparison of the students' ratings on qusetion two d.ecrtbed. 

earlier, and the nean number o otinces consumed by Duncan suggest8 

a slight tendency for Duncan to connme a higher mean immber of 

ouiøes per day in the care of those students receiving the highest 

scores in their groups ori question twos bu.t the inverse relation, 

although in the same direction, is not clear-cut. 

Three of the four studente receiving the highest scores in their 

groups on question two were studente in whose care Duncan consumed 

a mean number of ounces rar day above the resrective groupe' meafl5 

with one, the mean was below the group's mean. 

With ftve of the nine students receiving zero score on question 

two, Duncan consumed a mean number of ounces per day below the 

groups means; in the care of the other four, the mean was above the 

group& means. 

A conmarison of the studente' ratings on queetion ten and the 

mean number of ounces consumed daily by Duncan seems to suggest 

little consistant relation between the two factors. If there is 

any tendency it is in the direction of consumption of a greater mesa 

number of ounces per day while in the care of those students re- 

ceiviug the highest scores in their group on question ten, and a 

lower mean number of ounces with those studente receiving the lowest 

scores in their groups on question ten. 

While in the care of three of the five students receiving the 

highest scores in tber groups on question ton, Duncan consumed a 

mean number of ounces per day ebove the groups' means; with the other 

two students, the mean was below the group' e mean. 
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While in the care of two of the three studente recetving the 

lowest scores in their grouoe on question ten, Duncan coneumed a 

mean number of ounces rer day below the grrnps1 means; with one 

student, the mean was aboye the group's mean. 

The results on the comparison between ratings on question ten 

and mean number of ounces are similar to those found with the other 

three infants. 

b. Bame j, Number (noes er 

ab1e 58. Bange in Number of Ounces of Milk per Day leoorded 
for Duncan by 17 Child Directors. 

Ist 2nd 3rd Mth 5th 6th 
Groun5 - C.D. C.D. C.D. C.D. . 

w i 5.50 7.50 6.00 7.25 11.50 3.00 
i ii . 10.5 V4..o 11.50 11.00 9.50 4.50 
s x i5.o 9.00 6.50 12.50 7.50 

Average range for total eriod in House - 9.00. 

1ecorde on feeding were wvailable for seventeen child directors. 
Records kept on daily number of ounces consumed by Duncan show that 
the number ranged from 10.50 to 34.25 ounces. The average range in 
number of ounces per day Duncan consumed during the reriod he was 

cared for by ee?enteen child directors was 9.00. The smallest range 

in daily number of ounces consumed during the period he was in the 

care of an indiyid.ual child director was 3.00. This range occurred 

during the time Duncan was in the care of the sixth child director 
in the first group of Winter term. The greatest range in daily immber 
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of ounces coneied during the period Duncan was in the cere of an 

indiidn1 child director was 15.50 with the first child director 

in the first grout of Sr;ring te. 

The average range in number of onnoes er day eoualled tha 

median range, which was aleo 9.00. 

Ee 59. AVerage Range in Thmber of Ounces of Milk per Day 
by aroupe - 17 Child Directors. 

- 
VI 

L 

si 

Average Range 6.79 10.21 10.20 

There seems to be no tendency for Dancen consistently to increase 

or decrease in range in number of ounces per day with inceaee in 

chronological age and/or longer stay in the Home Menageent House. 

A comparison was made between the range in number of rnnces 

er day when Duncan was in the Home Mangement House and during 

Spring racation when he was in a home. 

Table 60. AVerage Bange in Number of Ounces ier Day in Home 
Management House and Range in flumber of Ounces per 
Day in a Home. 

Smallest and Greatest Average 
H.M L0 Banze in Number of Ounce, Bnne Bange 

V I (6 C.D..) 3.00 - 11.50 6.79 

w xx (6 CD.$) L.50 - 1L.5O 10.21 
Home (7 records) 
Spring 7.50 
LM.L 
s i C.D.$) 6.50 - 15.50 10.20 

House average range - 9.00 

*w refers to !iter term; S refers to Spring term. 
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The data on range in daily number of ounces consumed by Arncsn 

d.uring the tizne with each group of stu.deute cover a erio4 of aiprox- 

imately 4 to 5 weeks for each groui. The range in number of ounces 

was ca1ou1ated on 7 d.aily recorde for the Spring vacation peri. 

The Sp ring vacation range was smaller than the average range 

in the gronps Immediately treeeding and. succeeding the vacation. 

There may be a tendency for the range to be smaller during care in 

the home rather than in the Home }4znageinent House. Instead, the 

smaller range when be first enterad the House and during vacation 

might suggest the range drops with change to a new situation. How- 

evers the vacation record.s are so few in nubsr that conclusions 

can not be based on the information, 

The records kept by each child director were considered by 

chronological position of the child director in each groupe i.e. 

the first and each succeeding child. director in each group. The 

data on average range in daily number of ounces under all the first 

child directors and the succeeding child directors by chronological 

position in each grout are presented in Table 61. 

Table 6i. Average Bange in Number of Ounces of Milk Recorded. 
for Duncan by 17 Child Directors According to 
?osition as Child Director. 

jet C.D. 2nd C.D. 1ra. CD. 4th tbC,D. .&t! C.D. 

10.42 10.33 8.00 10.25 950 3.75 

(Average is 9.00) 



The greatest everage rance wt 1O.L2, ocrnXriflg with the firat 

child direetorø. The emallest average range vas 3,75, occurring 

with the sixth child directors based on two chi4 directors' 

records. 

The range renaine quite constant excet for the narked dro 

with the sixth child directors. 

A comarison of the students' ratings on question two and the 

range in number of ounces er day seems to stggest a possible 

tendency for Dtincan to have a smaller range in number of bowel move- 

ments with those students receiving the highest scores in their 

groups on question two, but the inverse relation is not clear-cut. 

With three of the four students receiving the highest scores 

in their groups on question two, the range in number of oimces was 

below the groups' average rangea; with ones the range Was above 

the group's average rango. 

With Live of the nine students receiving zero score on question 

two, the range was above the groixps' average ranges; with four the 

range was below the groupe' average rangos. 

A comparison was made between the students' scores on question 

ten and the rango in number of ounces per day. 

Of the five studente receiving the highest scores in their 

groups on question ten, four were students in whose care Duncan had 

a range in number of ounces above the grous' average ranges; with 

one, the range was below the group' s average range. With all three 

students receiving the lowest scores in their groups on question 
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ten Thinoen had, a range in number of omnces below the groupe' 

average ranges. 

There seenie to be a teMency for Thi.nca3l to have a greater range 

in number of onnoes while tu the care of those students receiving 

the highest scores on question ten., and a smaller range with those 

students receiving the lovest scores on question ten. 

C. Mean NumLìer 2L Ounces er PeedinE 

Pable 62. Mean Number of Ounces of Milk ter Feeding Recorded 
for Duncan by 17 Child Directors. 

1et: 

Group* C.D 
:d. 

C.D. C.D 
¡i.th 

C.D 
5th 
C.D 

6th 
C.D 

w i ¿i.ì 6.13 6.11 .6$ 7.01 5.22 
w I]: 5.17 5.38 k.21 L.6C) 

s z 3.86 5.0L i.6L 3.87 3.33 

*w refers to Winter term; S refers to Spring term. 

The mean number of owices per feeding during the eriod Thmean 

was in Kent House was 4.56 ounces. Considered by grours, the means 

were 5.5L1. with the first gup, L.9l with the second gu and L.1L 

with the third grou. Th .. is seems to snggeet a tendency for the 

mean uuaber of ounces per feeding to decrease with merases in 

chronological age and/or longer stay in the House. This is similar 

to the Dossible tendency snggeeted by corresponding material on 

Martin. 

The mean number of ounces per feeding during the period Thmcaxt 

was in the care of each of the 17 child directors ranged from 3.33 



to 7.01 ounces. The mean of 3.33 occurred. while Duncan was in the 

care of the fifth child director in the first group of Spring term. 

The mean of 7.01 occurred while Duncan was in the care of the fifth 

child director in the first group of Winter term. 

During Spring vacation, the meen number of ounces per feeding 

(based on 7 records) was 6.14. This mean was higher than the means 

of the grours immediately preceding and. succeeding the vacation, 

as well as being higher than the mean number of ounces p .. er feeding 

during the total period in ICent Honse. However, the vacation 

records are too few in number to suggest a conclusive tendenc7. 

A comparison between scores received on question two and the 

mean number of ounces er feeding seems to show no consistent rela- 

tien between the two factors. 

With two of the four etudente receiving the highest acores in 

their groups on q*tiou , Duncan consumed a mean number of 

ounces er foedbg above the groupst means; with the other two 

students, the mean was below the groupa* means. 

With five of the nine students receiving zero score on question 

two, the moan was above the group's means; with the other fouir 

students , the mean was below the groups ' means. 

A comarison between ratings on question ten and the mean 

number of ounces per feeding seems to show no consistent relation 

between the two factors. 

Of the five students receiving the highest scores in their 

grous on question ten, three were students in whose care Duncan 
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consumed a meen number of oimcee ter feeding above the groun& 

means; with two, the rnean va below the grouos' me&ns. 

0f the three tw1ent receiving the lowest scores In their grous 

on question ten, two were stu&ent In whoee care Thmcm conwned a 

nean nuiiber of ouncee per feeding above the grous' mean with one 

etudent, the mean wae below the grouD's !neafl. 

d, snze j Nwnber Feedings Der 

bI, 6. Bange in Number of Feedinge per Dey Recorded for 
Duncan by 17 Child Directors in 3 Groups. 

ist 2nd 3rd L4th 5th 6th 
Gro C11; C.D. C.D. C.D. C.D. C.D. 

WI i. 2 1 2 1 1 
WI! 2 2 1 1 3 2 
SI i 3 2 2 1 

*w refers to Winter term; S refers tO $prbg . 

Reconts kept on daily number of feedings show that the number 

ranged from 3 to 9. The average range in daily number of feedinge 

while Duncan was in Kent House was 1.82. The smallest in 

di1y number of feedings dur&ng the erIod Duncan was in the care 

of an individual child director was i. This range occurred 7 tImes, 

with the third, fifth, and sixth child directors in the first group 

0f Winter term3 the third end fourth child directors in the second 

group of Winter term, nd the first and fifth child directors in 

the tiret group of String term. In the care of six of these seven 

child directors, Duncan had a rnetn number of bowel novenents per day 



be1ot the groups' means. 

The greatest range in da11y number of feedings during the time 

he was in the care of an ithiidue1 child director was 14 range 

occurred. with the first child director in the first grout of Winter 

term. With this Child director, the mean number of bowel movents 

was above the grouo' s mean. The median range was 2, slightly greater 

than 1.82e the average range in number of feedings ier day. 

The variation in number of feedings per day while Duncan was 

in the care of 17 child directors can be sunmiarized as follows: 

7 cas os - range of i 

7 cases - range of 2 
2 cases - range of 3 
i case - range of Li. 

The average range in number of feedings per day while Duncan was 

in the care of the first grout was 1.83; with the second group, the 

average range was also 1.83, and with the third. group the average 

range was i .80. The average range remained stable through the three 

terms. 

A comparison *s mMe between the range in number of feedings 

per day when Duncan was in the Home !Ianagement House and during 

Spring vacation when ho was in a home. The average range was 1.82 

when he was in Kent House, and the range was 1.00 when he was in a 

home, There seems to be a slight tendency for ncan to have a 

smaller rango in number of feedings -ner day when he was in a home, 

but the vacation records number only 7, which seems to be too small 

a number on which to baso any conclusive tenden'-. 



ie reøors kept by each Child director were considered bP 

chronological position of the child. director in each group, i.e., the 

first and eaoh sucoeeding child director n each group. The data on 

average range in number of feedinge er day are preeented. in Table 64.. 

Table 64.. Average Baiga in Number of Daily Feedings with I? 
Child Directors by Chronological Position of 
Child Direeto. 

l&t C, 2nd C D, zd C.D 4th C th O D. 6th C.D 

2.33 2.33 1.33 i.66 1.66 L5O 

Average range is 1.82. 

Duncan eeeins to have a greater average range in number of feed- 

inge per day while in the eae of the first two child directora 

then with the four succeeding child. directors. This seems to auggeat 

a possible tendency for Duncan to settle d.ownN in relation to 

range in mimber of feedings er da A airnilar tendency was aug- 

geated. by corresponding iaterial on Carl. 

A compariaon w*e made between the resulte on queation two and 

the range in number of feedings r er day. There seema to be no con- 

sistent relation between the two factors, based on material for 

Duncan. 

Of the four atudents receiving the bigheat scores in their 

groupa on queation two, three were students in whose care Duncan had 

a range in number of feedings per day- greater than the groupe' 

average rangea; with one student1 the range wae smaller than the 

group1 a average range. 
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Of the nine studente receiving zero score on question two, five 

were students in whose care Duncan had a range in number of feedings 

er day greater than the groupes average ranges; with four, the range 

was smaller than the grouvet average ranges. 

A comparison was made between the scores on question ten and 

the range in number of feedings ner day. There seems to be a slight 

tendency for Duncan to have a smaller range in number of feedings 

per day with those studente receiving the highest scores in their 

groupe on question ten, aM a greater range with those students 

receiving the lowest scores in their grouts on question ten. 

With four of the five students receiving the highest scores 

in their groupe on ueetn ten, the range in number of feedings 

per day was smaller then the groups' average ranges; with one student, 

the range was greater than the grouD1s average range. 

With two of the three students receiving the lowest scores in 

their groups on question ten, the range in number of feedings per 

day was greater than the groups' average ranges ; with one student, 

the range was smaller than the groupts average range. 



in 

L Case V - Patty 

Patty was bom on 1)eceinber 26, 195Lf, and entered Wtthycornbe 

Rouse on Pabruary 15, 1955, at the age of seien weeks and two days. 

on February 17, 1955. her weight was recorded as eleven pomde and 

one ounce. Patty was examined by a local red1atr1cian on Febriary 

17, 1955 . She remained In Witbrcortbe House , except durIng Sprixg 

vacation1 until May 26 1955, a period of fourteen weelce and two 

days. On May 26, 1955, when ehe was twenty-one weeks and four days 

of age, Patty was returned to the institution in Portland, from which 

she was adopted in the summer of 1955. During her stay in Withycorbe 

House, Fatty was cared for by three grouts of studente, oi a total 

of eighteen child directors, under the stpervision of one resident 

advis or. 

1. Becords 2. 30M01 ?!oYenentß 

a. Mean Nuiùer Bowel Noyeiuents r 

Table 65. Mean Nuaber of D5fl7 ovei Moveraents for Patty with 18 
Child. mrect.1r.. 

'.- 

lst 2nd. 3M k 5th 6th. 

Gr C.D. C.D. CD. C4 C.D. C.D. 

w n :3.50 2.83 2.kO 2.O 2.50 2.60 
s z .00 2.zo 2.20 2.00 2.20 2.00 
s xi 2.00 i.6o 2,00 2.00 1.75 2.33 

Mean for total period in House - 2.31. 

*w refers to Wintez term; S refers to Sring term. 
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The moan nubor of bowel. rno'remeuts per thy during the tot1 peri- 

od Patty was in the Rome Management House wae 2.i. The meane by 

groupa were 2.63 with the first groap, 2.31 with the e$ond gmup, 

a*d 1.92 with the third. grout, This may sggeet tsndency for the 

*eerl number of bowel rnovemente Der day to deci'eaee with tnoreee in 

chronological ge sM/or longer etay in the Houe.. Thie oseib1e 

tendency was found in corresponding materiel on Robin. Nrtin, Carl, 

and Thmcen ehowed. no coneistent tendency to increase or decrease in 

nean with increase in chronological age and/or longer stay in the 

House. 

Airing S,ring vacation (records tor 9 dars), the meen was 1.66. 

This is lower than the means occurring with the gupe inediately 

preceding and succeeding the vacation. The vacation mean was .65 

lower than the me for Patty's total eriod in. the House. This 

material may suggest a ossib?e tendency for Patty to have a lower 

nean nwnber of bowel movements when in the honte than when in the 

Home Management House. This tendency is sini1ar to that suggested 

by eofteepothing material ou Martin. Carl and Th3ncan ehowed a 

tidene for a higher mean in a home. No comparison was DosSibie 

for Robin, 

The mean number of daily bowel mo'vements during the ertod 

Patty was cared for by 18 child directora ranged from 1.60 to 3.50. 

The mean of 1.60 occurred with the second child director in the 

second group of Spring term. The mean of 3,50 ocmrred. with the 

first child director in the first group of Winter term. 



The records ket by each child. director wore con1dered by claye. 

The mean nurnbe of bowel rnovenent Patty had on the first and each 

succeeding day with all chi]4 directora is resented in Table 66. 

Table 66. Meeji Number of Daily Bowel Movements for Patty 
with 18 Child Directors Considered by Days. 

let De 2n1 Da rd Day. kth Day 5th 6th D 

2.Le4 2.22 2.35 2.]. 2.15 
i ___I r J-_L ---- 

The means for ?atty remain ver3r constant, with a difference of 

only .29 between the lowest and the highest. The lowest mean, 2.l5, 

occirred. on the fifth day of care with another low mean, 2.22, 

oecurr1n on the second day of care. The highest macn, 2.4Lj, occurred 

on the firet day of care with another high mean (2.0) occurring on 

the sixth day of care. 

There was a consistent decrease in nean from the third through 

the fifth days, with an increase on. the eixth, which na suggest a 

tendency for Patty to settle don, and then to reepoM to forth- 

coming chenge by an increase, elidlar to those possible tendencies 

suggested by the corresDond.ing terial on Robin. 

The rnean number of daily bowel niovements during the time Patty 

was in the care of the 18 child directors was tabu1ted by grouirsg 

the child directors according to the order in which each cared for 

Patty, i.e,, the first child directors in *11 grou.ps and each suc- 

cessie child director in ali grous. 



Table :6? Mean Nwnber of Daily Bowel Movenent for Patty 
with 18 Chfld Directorg by Poeition as Chile. 
Dipeotor. 

2nCD. 3rdQD kthCI 5thCD. 6thQD 

2.83 2.28 2.20 2,17 2.15 2.31 

Mean of thee means is 2.32. 

The highest mean (2.83) ccurret wheu Patty was in the care of 

the firet Child. directors, with the second hlghe9t mean (2.31) 

ocourring with the s&xth child directors. The lowest mean number of 

bowel movements per day (2.15) octrred when Patty was in the care 

of the fifth chilô. directors, with another low meen (2.17) occurring 

with the fourth child 

There is a stead7 though slight decrease in mean from the first 

child directors through the fifth child directors, suggesting a 

possible tendency for Patty to "settle down.' The increase from 

the fifth to the sixth child directors may siigest a slight tendency 

for Patty to respond to forthcoming changes similar to the poesible 

tendency suggested by correep ending material on Robin an Duncan. 

The Appendix contains a graph w)ttch gives the number of bowel 

movements each day for each of the five infants by chronological age 

in weeks and days. )or Patty, there seems to be an absence of 

established pattex in number of bowel moeaents per day. 
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. uber Bowel Movements er 

T!ab1e 68. Lowest and. Highest Number of Daily Bowel Movements 
Recorded. for Patty Diring Care by 18 Child Directora 
in 3 Groupe. 

let 2nd. 3rd. 4th 5th 6th 
Grouo* CD. C.D. C.D. O.I C.D. C.D. 

w II 3-1. 1-14 2-3 2-3 2-3 2-3 
s : 2-14 1-3 2-3 1-3 2-3 1-3 
s xx 1-14. 1-2 2-2 2-2 1-2 2-3 

*w refera to Winter term; S refers to String term. 

Recorde for Patty on bowel movemente were available from 18 

child tUrectors. The recorde kept on the number of bowel movements 

per iay for Patty showed that the number ranged from 1 to k. The 

range which occurred most frequently (7 times) during the oer1od ehe 

was in the care of an iMividual child. director was from 2 to 3, or 

a range of one. The sml1est range in number of dai1y bowel move- 

mente d.uring one reriod was zero. The greateet range was between I 

and L, or a range of 3. This variation occmrred twice, when she 

was in the care of the second. chila director in the second group of 

Winter term, and the first child director in the second group of 

Sr ring term. 

Variation in mimber of daily bowel movements while the infant 

was in the care of each of the 18 child directors maar be summarized. 

as follows: 
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2 eases - rance of O 
)iode - 10 cases - range of I 

cases - rance of 2 
2 cases - range of 3 

P&tt's characteristic Dattern seems to be a variation of 1 

in nwiber of daily bowel moeente during the tiuie she was in the 

care of en ithlvtdual child director. This range occurred f1e times 

ut the second group of Winter te, twice in the first group of 

Spring terme 8M three times in the second. group of Spring term. The 

first group mentioned ses to be the most consistent which may 

snggest a slight tendency for the range in nmnber of bowel movements 

to increase with increase in chronological age ar»1/or longer stay 

in the House. 

A comparisoit was matie betweei the range in number of bowel more- 

rnents that Patty had during the time ehe was in Withycombe House and. 

during Spring vacation when she was in a home (see Table 69) 

Tsble 69. Lowest arid Highest Number of Daily i3owel Movements 
Racorded by Groups in the Rome anageinent House and 
at Vacation Times. 

.. .. 
rn.;, .r. 

House Strtng House 
W ii (9 records) 

j1 
S I S II 

l-k 1-2 1-k 

The data on 4ge in Pattyts number of daily bowel movements 

during the time with each group of students covered a period of 

apvroximately 4 to 5 weeks fo r each ro. The range in Patty' s 

number of dafly bowel movements was c1eu1ated on 9 daily records 

during Spring vacation. 
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The renge was smaller during the Spring vacation period then 

with the grous Dreceding and succeeding the vacation. However, 

because the vacation records numbered only 9, it is difficult to 

draw any concluetone from the materiel. 

The recorda kept by- each child director were considered by 

chronological poaition of the child directora in each group, i.e., 

the first and each succeeding child director in each grou,. The 

data on average range in number of daily bowel movements under all 

the first child directors, the second child directors end so on are 

nresented in Table 70. 

Table 70. Average Bange in Wwnbar of Daily Bowel Movements 
for Patty with 18 Child Directors by Position as 
Child Directors. 

lit C.D. d C.D. T C.D. 4th C.D. T 5th C1i 6th C.D. 

2.00 2,00 .66 1.00 1.00 1.33 

The smallest average range in number of daily bowel movements 

was .66 with the third child directors, with another low point (1.00) 

occurring with the fourth and. fifth child directora. The greatest 

average range was 2.00 with the first and second child directors. 

There seems to be a tendency for Patty to 'settle downtt with 

the third, fourth, and fifth child directors, similar to the tendency 

for Martin to settle downH with the fifth and sixth child directors, 

for Carl and Robin to usettle do" with the fourth, fifth, and sixth 

child directors, and for Duncan to settle down" with the fourth and 

fifth child directors. 
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There ts a slight increaee from the fifth to the sixth child. 

d.trectora, T,erbaD miggeting a tend.ency for Patty to reeond to 

forthcoming cbaxge similar to that found tri corresonding material 

on Duncan. 

C. Sopigmetrip Batie 

The scøres rocei'ed b y students on soctometric ratings described 

earlier were considered in relation to the bowel movement recorde 

of the infant while she we in their care. Scores on question t 

indicated how the students felt about each other in the rolo of child. 

director. 

A comparison between scores on question two and the mean number 

of bowel movements er day seems to suggest a tendency for Patty to 

have a higher number of bowel movements while in the care of those 

students receiving the highest scores in their groups on question 

two, and. a lower number of bowel movements with thoac studente re- 

ceiving zero score on questiou two. This tendency is similar to 

the tendency suggested by the corresonding material on Robin. 

Martin showed a slight tendency for lower mean with students re- 

ceiving highest scores but the inverse was not clear-cut. Carl 

seemed to show a tendency in this direction, but neither was clear- 

cut. There was no consistent relation between these two factors in 

the material on Duncan. 

Of the ftye students receiving the highest scores in their 

groups on auøstion two, four were students in whose care Patty had 
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a riean number of bowel inovenients aboye the group iterns. With one 

student, the nean wa below the gronrs mean. 

Of the e1evei student8 receiving zero score on quest1on two, 

seren were studente In whose caro Patty had a mean number of bowel 

movements below the gØflp$ means; with four students, the mext was 

above the means. 

Three students In the *øcond group of Spring term tied for 

highest score In their group on qu.estion two, making a total of five 

students receiving the highest seorea on question two. Two of the 

five students with the highest scores in their groups on question 

two were studente in whose care Patty had a rnnge lit mmber of bowel 

movements below their grouDs' average raiiges; with two students, the 

range was above the groups' average ranges, and with one, the range 

was equal to the grouis average range. 

Of the eleven students receiving zero score on question two, 

fIre were students in whose care Patty had. a range in number of bowel 

movements below the groups' average ranges; with four students, the 

range was above the growos' average ranges, and with two, the rezge 

was equal to the grouns average range. 

There seems to be little relation between the scores on qjiestIon 

two and the range in number of bowel movements. There was little 

relation between these two factors found in corresponding material 

for Martin; Carl showed a tendency to have a greater range with those 

students receiving zero score, but the inverse was not clear-cut. 

Rb1n showed a tendency to have a greater range with those receiving 



zero core but neither wae clear-cut. Duncan showed. a tendency for 

greater range with those receiving the highest scores but the inverse 

was not clear-cut. 

In question ten, each student was asked to describe how she 

felt with each of her Deere in the group by rating them from 'every 

wicomfortablet' to '1very coinfortable» Two students in the second 

group of Winter term tied for highest score, and two students in 

the sane group tied for lowest score rin question ten, making a total 

of fow etudents receiving the highest scores and four students re- 

ceiving the lowest scores in the three groups. 

A comparison was made between the scores on question ten and. 

the mean number of bowel movements. There seems to be a slight 

tendency for Patty to have a lowr mean number of bowel movements 

with those students receiving the lowest scores in their group on 

question ten. The inverse relation does not seem to 551st. 

Of the four students receiving the highest scores in their 

grenus on question ten, two were studente in whose care Patty had 

a mean number of bowel movements er day bove the groups means; 

with two, Patty had a mean nwber of bowel movements below the 

means, 

With all of the four students receiving the lowest scores in 

their groups on question ten, Patty had a mean number of bowel move- 

mente below the groups' means. 

A comparison between the scores on question ten and the range 

in number of bowel movements seems to suggest a slight tendency for 
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Patty to have a smaller range in number of bowel movements with those 

child. directors receiving the highest scores in their grour's On 

qiestion ten. The tnerse relation does not seem to exist. 

With all of the four students receiving the highest scores in 

their grouìø on auestion ten, Patty had a range in number of bowel 

movements below the groups' average ranges. 

With two of the four students receiving the lowest scores in 

their group on question ten, Patty had a range in number of bowel 

movenents below the group's average ranges with one student, the 

range was equal to the group' s average range , and. with the other, 

the range was greater than the group's average range. 

2. Becord.s _______ 

a . Mean Number er 

Table 71. Mean Number of Ounces of Milk per Day Pecothed. for 
Patty by 18 Child Directors. 

T 

ist 2nd. 3rd 4th. 5th 6th 
2x:puJ* C.D. C.D. C.D. Cs. C.D . C.D. 

W II 30.25 

_ 

27.92 26.30 26.92 28.51 26.68 
s i 32.92 33.80 5.00 31.60 30,80 29.Li2 
s xx 31.50 29.90 31.50 3I14O 29.25 2.67 

*W refers to Winter term; S refers to Soring ti 

The mean number of ounces consumed daily by Patty during the 

time she was in the care of 18 child directors ranged from 26.30 

to 35.00 ouxicee. The mean of 26.30 occurred while Patty was n the 

care of the third child director in the second group of Winter term. 
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The mean of 35.00 ounces occurred. with the third. child director in 

the first grou of Sring term. 

The meen number of ounces conswneci by Patty during the time she 

tae in Withyeombe House was 30.39. The highest gmu meen (32.19) 

occurred while Patty was in the cre of the first gro of' Spring 

terxt. The lowest group meen (27.52) occarred. while Patty was in 

the care of the second groui of Winter tern. With the secoxui group 

of Spring term the mean was 31.5L1. There seems to be no consistent 

increase or decrease in mean number of ounces per dar by' groups with 

increase in chronological age and/or longer stay in the House. 

The mean number of ounces per day consumed by Patty during 

Spring 'vacation was 29.35 ounces, 1.04 ounces less than the mean 

during her total time in Withycombe House. There was an increase 

of 1.83 in ntean from the second group of Winter term to the Srring 

vacation, and an increase of 2,8Li from Srring yacation to the first 
group of Spring term. There seems to be a slight possible tendency 

for Patty to consume a higher mean number of ounces per day when 

in the Home Menagent House than when in a heme during vacation. 

The mean number of ounces consumed daily by Patty during the 

time she was in the care of each child director was tabulated. by 

grouping the ehild directors according to the order in which each 

cared for Patty, i.e., the first child director in au groups and 

all successive child directore in all groxps. 
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Pable 72. Mean Da117 Thirnber of Owce of Ktlk Rported for 
Patty by 18 Child. Directors y Postio* as Child 
Director. 

C.D. 5ZdC.D Lth.D tb C D 6th C D 

31.56 30.54 3993 30.97 29.52 29.59 

The lowest mean number of ounces per dsy was 29.52 With the 

child directors. The highest meen number of ounces per day 

wa 31.56 with the first child directors. 

There is a difference of only 2.0L. ounces between the lowest 

and highest means. This suggests a tendency for 1$tty to consunte 

abou.t the same number of ounces with each Child. iirectr, regardless 

of r position in the group. ach number is based on three child 

directors. 

A coimarison of the sdenta' ratings on question t%iO de- 

scribed earlier, and the meen number of ounces consumed by Patty 

seems to suggest little relation between the two factors. 

Of the five etudents receiving the highest scores in their 

groups on question twos thr*e were students in whose care ?atty 

consumed a mean number of onnces :er day higher than the groups' 

means; two were studente in whose care Patty consuned a mean number 

of ounces below the groust meens. 

0f the eleven students receiving zero score on question two, 

ix 'vere students in whose care Fatty consumed a mean number of 

ounces below the groups' means; five were sthdents in whose care 

Patty consumed a mean number of ounces above the groups' means. 
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If there is iiy relation between these two factors, it is in 

the direction of coneiinr .. tion of a higher mean number of ounces with 

those t.td.ents receiving the highest scores in their groupe on 

gestion two end a lower mean number of ofl4e with those studente 

reeiing zero score on ques tien two. 

A comparison of the sadeuts' rstigs on queetian ten and the 

mean number of ounces consumed daily by Patty seems to suggest 

little relation between the two factors. 

Of the four students receiving the highest scores in their 

groups on question ten, two were students in whose care Patty con- 

sumed. a mean number of ounces above the group5 means; with two 

students, the mean was below the grouvs' means. 

Of the four students receiving the 1owet scores in their gs 
en question ten, three were students in whose care Patty consumed a 

mean number of ounces below the groups* means; with one, the mean 

was aboya the group's mean. 

1±' there is any tendency, it is in the direction of a lower 

consumption of ounces e r day with those studente receiving the 

lowest scores in their grous on question ten. 

Records on feeding were available for eighteen child directors. 

Records kept on daily number of ounces consumed by Patty show that 

the number ranged from 18.00 to k2.00 ounces. The average range in 

number of ounces per dey Patty consumed during the period she was 
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Tab3.s 73. Bange in Ntnaber of Ouncee of Milk per 1) 1tcor&sd 
for Patty b7 18 Child Directoe. 

ist 3rd th 
C.D., C.D. C.D. C.D. C.D. 

W II .50 7.75 15.50 6.00 2.17 6.91 
I 15.00 11.00 lk.50 13.00 14.00 8.00 

S II 7.00 7,00 7.00 14.00 500 10.00 

Average range for total pexioa in flouse - 9.16, 

*W refers to Winter term: S refers to Sri term. 

cared for by eighteen child directors was 9.16. Lhe smallest range 

in dMiy number of ounces consuied durirg the Deriod. she was in 

the care of an individual child director was .50. This range 

Occxrred during the time Patty was in the care of the first child 

director in the second group of Winter term based. on two days' 

records. The greatest range in daily ntnnber of ounces consumed. br 

Patty while she was in the care of an individual child director was 

15.50 wtth the %brd child director in the second group of Wtnter 

term. 

The average renge in m2mber of oUnces per day was 9.16. The 

median range was between 7.75 and 8.00 

ble 74. Average fls in Number of Yances of Milk pør 
Day by Groups - 18 ChIld Directors. 

:ui: :-_ wii SI 
L 

Average range 6,Liq 12.6? 

; 
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There seems to be no tendency for Patty conelstently to increase 

or decrease in range in number of ounces per dy by gronpe with 

increase in chronological go and/or longer stay in the Bouse. 

A coerparison was made between the averae range in number of 

ounces i,er day when Patty was in the Home Management House and the 

range during Sv ring vacation when she was in a home 

Table ?5. Average Range in Number of Ounces ter Day in Home 
Management Bouse and Range in Tumber of Ounces per 
Day in a Home. 

" . 
. - - 

Smallest and. Greatest Average 

r i 
H. Baie in Ijnber of Ounces !ane 1?ane 

w u (6 ø.D.$) .50 - 15.50 6.Li7 

Home (io recorde) 
Spring O.00 
LM.H. 
S I (6 C,fl.$) 8,00 15.00 12.67 

S II (6 C.D.$) 700 - 1)4.00 

House average range - 9.16 

refers to Wit0 term: $ refers to Svrtni term, 

The range in number of ounces per day in a home was greater than 

the average range of the group immediately preceding it and. smtller 

than the average range of the group immediately succeeding the 

vacation. The vacation range was greater thait the average range for 

the total period in Withycombe House. 

There might be a slight tendency suggested by this material for 

the range in number of ounces per day to be greater when Patty was lit 

a home than when she was in the Home Management House. 
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The reeord kept br each child director weze considered b7 

chronological position of the child. dlreøtor In each group, te., 

the f irt aM ea&a ucceeaing chi]4 director in each grip. The 

data on aerge raige in daily number of cuncee under all the ftrt 

chi].cl. directors and the eucoesding child directors by chronological 

position in each group are trest*d in ¶rable 76. 

able 76. Á'vorage Range in Nimber of Ounces of Milk Recorded 
for Patty by 18 Child Direotore According to 
Position as Child Director. 

O D. 2nd, C.D. 'rd C D kth C4) thC 1) 6th CD 

7.50 8.75 12.3 11.00 7,06 8.30 

(Aerae is 9.16) 

The ealieet aersge range in nusiber of ounces er day (7.06) 

occurred with the fifth child direeors, with another small range 

(7.o) occurring with the first child directors. The greatest average 

range (12.33) occtrreô. with the third child dirsetore, with the next 

greatest range (ii.00) occurring with the fourth child directors. 

The lowest mean number of bowel nioementa and the second lowest 

range in number of bowel movements occurred. while Patty was in the 

care of the fifth ehi1 directors, but the highest mean number of 

bowel movements and. the greatest range in number of bowel movements 

occurred while Patty was in the care of the first child directors in 

whose care Patty had the second smallest average range in number of 

ounces. Therefore, the material on Patty does not conftrn or bear 

ant the corresponding material on Martin. 



A comparison of the students' ratings ori question two and the 

range in number of ounces ter day seems to show little relation be- 

tween the tve factors. 

Of the five students receiving the highest scores in their groupe 

on. question two, three were students in whose care Patty had. a range 

in number of ounces above the groups' average ranges; with two0 the 

range was smaller than the average ranges. 

Of the een students receiving zero score on question two, seven 

were students in whose care Patty had a range in number of ounces 

below the groups' average ranges; with four, the range was above the 

groups' average ranges. 

This seems to suggest a slight tendency for Patty to have s. 

smaller range in number of ounces when in the care of those students 

receiving zero score on question two; however0 
the inverse relation 

is not clear-cut. 

A comparison was made between the students' scores on question 

ten arid the range in number of ounces per day. There seems to be 

little relation between the two factors. 
s 

Of the four students receiving the highest scores n their 

groups on question ten, two were students in whose care -atty had. a 

range in number of ounces smaller than the groups' average ranges; 

with two students, the range was greater than the ror,' average 

ranges. 

Of the four stidents receiving the lowest scores in their groups 

0* eation ten, three were students in whose care Patty had. a range 
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in number of ounces ma11er then the groups average ranges; with 

Gris, the range was greater than the group' s average r6nge 

There may be a. slight tendency for Patty to have a smaller 

range in number of ounces with those students receiving the lowest 

scores in their groups on question ten. The inverse relation, how- 

eier, is ot evident. 

G. 1ean Iimber Ounces er l'eecIjn 

b1e 77, Mean Th.i.mber of Ounces of Milk Der Feeding Recorded. 
for Patty by 18 

- 

Child Directors. 

ist 2nd 3rd. th 5th 6th 
C.D. C.D. C.D. C,. C,D 

- 

w ii L..65 k.65 5.26 5.38 5.70 5.3k 
s i 7.05 6.76 7.00 6.87 7.00 7.06 
s n 7,00 6.80 7.00 6.88 6.88 7,5k 

*w refers to Winter term; S refers oSi trin. . 

The mean number of ounces p52' feeding during the Deriod Patty 

was in Withycombe House wan 6.30. Considered by grouDs, the means 

were 5.19 with the first grouD, 6.96 with the second groirp, and 

6.98 with the third group. This seems to suest a slight tendency 

for the mean number of ounces per feeding to increase with increase 

ii chronological age and/or longer stay in the House. 

The mean number of ounces per feeding during the period Patty 

was in the care of each of the 18 child directore nged from 4.65 

to 7,54 ounces. The mean of 4.65 occurred. while Patty was in the care 

of the ft'et and second child directors in the second grouD of Winter 

term. The mean of 7.54 occurred while Patty was in the care of the 
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sixth child. director In the ßecona grouD ot Spring term. 

During Spring 
vacation1 the mean number of ouncea ier feedin« 

( based ou 10 records) was 5.87 ounces. This mem wa .68 higher 

than the meen of the groip imrediate1y Dreceding the 'vacation, end. 

1.77 oinces lower than the mean of the group immediately su.oceeding 

the Tacation. Considering the House meii of &30 aM the vacation 

mean of 5.87, this material eeexns to sgget a posib1e tendency for 
Patty to consume more ounces 'ocr feeding when in the House tn when 

in a 1*me even thon«h ßhe consumed a higher mean on vacation than 

with tha second. croup of Winter tern. 

A comparison between seoree recei'ved on question two and the 

mean nuiiber of ounces per feeding eeme to show Little relation 

betvee.n the two factors. 

0f the fire ttidents receiving the highest scores in their 

grouJs Ofl auestion two, four 'were students in whoae care Patti con- 

med. a mean number of ounces ,er feeding above the groups' means; 

with one, the mean was below the grout's mean. 

0f the eleven stidents receiving zero score n eation two, 

six were etudents in whose care Patty conswned a mean nimber of ounces 

per feeding below the groixps' means; with five students, the mean 

wa above the grouis means. 

If there is any tendency, it is in the directIon of a higher 

conswirDtion of ounces er feeding with those students receiving the 

highest scorsa in their grous on question two, and a lover consunip- 

tien of ounces er feeding with those students receiving s.r $cßr 
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on question two. 

A comparison between scores on question ten and. the mean number 

of ounces per feeding seems to show little relation between the two 

factors. 

Of the four students receiving the highest scores in their 

groups on question ten, two were students in 'whose care Patty con- 

sumed a mean number of ounces per feeding above the groups' means; 

with the other two students, the mean was below the groups' means. 

Of the four students receiving the lowest scores in their groups 

on question ten, three were studente in whose care Patty consumed 

a mean number of ounces er feeding above the groups' means; with 

one, the mean was below the group's mean. 

If there is any tendency, it is in the direction of a higher 

consumntion of ounces er feeding while in the care of those 

students receiving the lowest scores in their groups on question ten. 

d. Bange 1umber Feedins er 

Table 78. Range t* Number of Feedings per Dai Recorded for 
Patty by 18 Child Directors ta 3 Groups. 

'- L M, 

let Á ' ' ri ' 5h 
, 

GrouD C.D. C, C.D. C,D C.D . C.D. 

wIt i o 2 0 0 0 
SI 2 2 2 2 2 1 
SI]: i i i 2 1 1 

*w refers t. Wi*t*r term; S refers to Sprint t.r. 
- ''' « ': . -_. ,., '.4k 
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eeords kept on daily nwuber of feedings hw that the nixnber 

ra3lged front £4 to 7. The serae range In ìa11y uuber of f oed.ings 

auritig the period Patt7 wan In Withycornbe House was 1.17. The 

smallest range in daily nnniber of feed5.ngs during the period Patty 

was in the eare of an indiidua1 eldid. director wa zero. Tide rango 

occurred four t1me with the secoM fourth, fifth a sixth child 

directors in the eecond growr of Winter term. The greitest rartge in 

daily number of feedings duzing the time Bhe wa in the care of an 

indiidua1 child director was 2. This range occnrred seven times, 

with the third child directox in the scGnd grrnp of Winter' term, 

the first, second, third, fourth and ttfth Child. directors in the 

first group of Spring term, and the fourth child director in the 

second group of Spring term. 

The median range was 1, slightly smaller than 1.17, the *Yerae 

range in number of feedings per day. 

The variation in number of feedings ter day when Patty was in 

the care of 18 child directors can be snmmaried as follows: 

L cases - range of O 

7 cases - range f i 
7 cases - range of 2 

The average range in number of feedings per day while Patty wan 

in the care of the first group was .50; with the second group, the 

average range was i . 83 , and wi th the thi rd group the ae rage range 

was 1.17. There seems to be no tendency for the range in number of 

feedings per d*y to increase or decrease consistently with increase 

in chronological age an&/or longer stay tn the House. 
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A conmariBon was iade between the nge In nwnber of feedings 

per diy when Pattr was lu the Bonis Mangernent House and during Spring 

vacation when she wa in a home. The average range was i . 17 when 

oho was in Withycombe Eouse and the renge was 2.00 when she was In 

a home. There seems to be a slight tendency for Patty to hare a 

greater range in number of feedings per day when she was in a. home 

than when she was in Wtthycombe house. 

The records kept by each child director were considered by chron- 

ological position of the child director in ea.ch grotp, 1.e., the first 

and each succeeding child director in each group. The data on average 

range in number of feedings per day aro iresented in Table 79. 

Table 79. Average ange in Number of Daily eedingo with 18 
Child Directora by Chronological Position of Child 
Director. 

ist Q,. 2nd CD. 3rd. C.D. kth C.D. th C.D. 6th CD. 

1.33 1.00 L67 1.3 1.00 .67 

Average range is 1.17 

The smallest average range In number of feedings per day (.67) 

occurred with the sixth child directors. The greatest aTerage range 

in nwnber of feedings per day (1.67) occurred with the third child 

direc toro, 

There is a consistent decrease from the peak on the third day 

through the sixth day, which may suggest a slight possible tendency 

for Patty to be Itsettling down. 

A cerrparison was made between the results on question two and 



the range in number of feedings per day. There seems to be no con- 

sistent relation between the two factors, based on material for Pa#t. 

Of the five etudonte receiving the highest scores in their 

grou-os on question two, three were studente in whose caro Patty had 

a range iii number of feedings below the groups' average rangos; with 

two students, the range was greater than the groups' average ranges. 

Of the eleven students receiving zero score on question two, 

seven were students in whose care Patty had a range in number of 

feedings ner day below the groups' average ranges; with four students, 

the range was above the groups' average ranges. 

A comparison was made between the scores on queeflen ten and the 

range in number of feedings per day. There seems to be a tendency 

for Patty to have a greater range while in the care of those students 

receiving the highest scores in their groups on question ten, and a 

smaller range in number of feedings with those students receiving the 

lowest scores in their groups on question ten. 

Of the four students receiving the highest scores in their groupe 

on question ten, three were students in whose care T' . atty had a range 

in number of feedings per day above the groups' average ranges; with 

one student, the range was smaller than the group's average range. 

All of the four studants who received the lowest scores in their 

groups on question ten were students in whose care Patty had a range 

in number of feedings smaller than the groups' average range. 
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V. SUNM.ABT O!' RESULTS 

A. Bowel Moeents 

1. Meen iurnber of BoweL Movernent 

The figu.res on mean munber of bowel movements per day for these 

Infants suggests one osib1e relationship. 

When the chronological position of chi)À directors from first 

to sixth is considered in relation to the intentst mean number of 

daily bowel movements, all the irifents sei to hare a high taint in 

mean number of daily bowel movements during their care by the first 

end/or second child direotor(s). For Carl, Robin, and Patty, the 

highest means occtirre with the first ohild directors. The neans 

for Martin auring care by the first and second child directors vere 

only .03 an3. .02 less than hi highest oint of 2.92. !'or Thmcan, 

the highest mean occurred while be was in the care of the second 

child directors. The results suggest that the infants' resonse to 

a new grout) of students mey be en increase in number of bowel move- 

mente per day. 

The smallest range and the lowest mean number of bowel movements 

occnrred with the same child directors in the cases of Martins Carl, 

and Duncan. Patty had the second ma1lest range in uumber of bowel 

movements with the fifth child directors, in whose care she had the 

lowest mean number of bowel movements. Robin's records, on the other 

hand, show the reverse. Martin is the only infant who also had the 
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greteet range aM the highest mean number of bowel rnoement in the 

care of the same Child. director. 

There seems to be no con1tent tende for increase or de- 

creaee in meFfl number o' bowel movements with iricreae in chrono- 

logical age and/or longer stay in the House. Material On Ì4arttn 

Carl, and Duncan showed no consistent tendency. Robin *nd Patty 

showed a tendency to decrease with increase in chronological age 

Bnd/or longer stay in the House. Duncan, one of the elder babies, 

had the loweßt xnean number of bowel oeients per day (2.08), 

while Carl, who was about the same age. had the highest iean number, 

3.2L ïtobin's mean of 3.19 is high, and ibbin was the youngest 

infant on 1ezing the House. These figtres might suggest a relation 

between age on leaving the Home Hanagement House and the moan 

number of bowel movements, but a ranking of the infants by age on 

leaving the Hoie Management House and their respective mean number 

of bowel movements fails to reveal a relation. 

A comparison was made between mean number of bowel movements 

during the time in the House and vacation periods for four of the 

infants, (The bwl movement recorda for Robtn' Thailcsgiving 

vacation were not available). The results do not indicate any 

consistent differences in mean number of bowel movements during 

House and vacation periods in the cases of these four infants. 

Martin and Patty seemed to show lower means during vacation periods, 

1Th mean of 3.21. included five groups of students. Only three 
of these groups wore inc1ue in the study aM his mean with the 
three groups used was 3.08. 
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and Car1 nd Duiiecn seemed to shaw higher inen during vacation 

periods. 

In comprin the mean number of bowel movernent by days with 

each child director, there was found to be little difference in 

means. The greatest difference between highest and lowest means 

considered by da7s was l.O2 found in Dmcan's recorde. (Otherwise 

the means were quite constant for Thincen). The smallest difference 

was .29, found ii Patty's reoords 

2. Bae j umbe i2 Bowel Movements 

The infants' responses to child directors considered by chrono- 

logical position of director are vnried. If a decrease in range in 

rxwnber of bowel movements indl.cates a «settling down's y the infant, 

Martin's records seem to show a "settling dow&' with the fifth and 

sixth child directors, and Carl's records seem to show a sett1ing 

dOWflH with. the fourth through the sixth child directors. 

tobin may have shown his "settling down" in the opposite way. 

i.e., by an increase in range in number of bowel movements with the 

fourth through the sixth child directors. Robin showed a marked 

increase in bowel movements with the second and third Child direc- 

tora, which may have been his resonse to group change. 

A response to forthcoming change in groups may be indicated by 

material on two infante. Duncan seemed to show a decrease in range 

in number of bowel movements while in the care of the fourth end 

fifth child directors, with a marked increase with the sixth child 



directors. Patty seemed to show a decrease in rige in number of 

bowel movements with the third through the fifth child directors, 

with an increase with the sixth child directors.. 

Mother method of etning the range in number of bowel move- 

mente considered by chronological position of the child directors 

might be to find. a similarity in peaks of rance in number of bowel 

movements. With the excetien of Robin, all of the infants showed 

peaks early in their care by groupe. (Robin ahowed the lowest points 

while in the care of the second and third child directors, which may 

indicate a tendency to resond in an opDOsite sy from the other 

infants). Martin and Ixncan showed high points while in the care of 

the first child directors. Carl showed a teak with the second and 

third child directors. Patty showed a oeak while in the care of the 

first and second Child directGrs. These h1gI points early in care 

by groups of child directors may indicate resonse to chaxge in 

grous. As Treviously mentioned, there was a second teak, not as 

high, with the sixth child directors in the case of three of the 

infants (Duncan, Pobin, and Patty). 

There seems to be no relation betwee* chronological age of the 

infants and the most frequent range n daily number of bowel move- 

rnents when cared for by individual Child. directors. The greater 

chronological age of Martin, Carl, and Duncan and the lesser chrono- 

logical age of Robin and Patty did not seem to affect the infents 

modes in respect to range in dMly number of bowel movements. 

Martin (at WitIcombe Hou.e from seven weeks and four days 
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oÍ age to forty-two weeke nd fire d.ayß of age) Carl (at Kent 

House from seven weeks and six dy of ge to thirty-three weeks an 

fl?e deys of age), and Robin (at Withcombe House from six weeks and 

two clays of age to seventeen weeIc aM three days of ee) showed a 

mode of two in range in number of bowel nioYement9 when cared or b 

i14tTtdua1 chi)À dfrector. Dunca* (at Kent Huøe from twenty veeks 

and six days of age to th1rtr-eix weeke of age) and Patty (at 

Withycombe Hou.ae from severi weeks and two days of age to twenty-one 

weeks and four days of age) showed a mode of one in range in number 

of bowel rrovements when cared for by individual child direøtors. 

There seems to be no relation between chronological age and 

median range in number of bowel novements. Nartiri, Carl, !bin, 

aM Duncan showed a medien range of two in nimber of bove. nove- 

mente. Pattyts records showed a median range of one. The records 

of Martin, Oarl, and Robin included material when they were the 

chronological age of Patty. The records on Duncan aise those of an 

older infant. However, Duncan' s median range is two, as was that of 

Msjtln, Carl, and Robin, while Patty's median range is one. Duncan 

is the only infant for rhom mode and median differ in number. 

There seems to be no consistent trend in results when the 

average range in number of bowel movements in the Eome Management 

House is connared with the range during vacations. The ranges for 

both of Martin's vacation eriods and Carl's String vacation period 

were smaller than their characteristic 'riation of two. The ranges 

for Carl' s Summer vacation period and String vacation nariod 
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were greater thaai their characteriøtic variations of two and one 

repective1y. The range during Patty's SDring vacation period was 

eq*n1 to her characteristic var1tion of one. Bowel movement recorde 

were not available for Robi& vacation oeriod. 

3. Bowel ovement Records and Sociometrip 1*ta 

A comparteon between bowe1 movement recorde and sociometric 

data (resulte on questione two and ten) seemed to reveal no con- 

sistent relation between the factors. Tendencie8 indicated by corn- 

tarison8 of some infants' records with the sociometric data were 

either contradIcted or not borne out esu1ts of comtarisons of 

other infants' records with sociornetric data (see Table BO). 

B. Feeding 

1. !ieaz Thimbe 2 Ounces .j Milk: er 

There seerne to be almost a direct correlation between age at 
leaving the Home Management House and the mean number of ounces of 

milk consumed per day by the infants. 

e a Leaving Home ManaEement House 

17 weeks, 3 days 
21 weeks, days 
33 weeks, 5 clays 

36 weeks, O 5ays 
42 weeks, 5 days 

Mean Number of 
Infant Ounces ter Day 

Robin 31.75 
Patty 30.39 
Carl 28.30 
Duncan 24.05 
Martin 24.95 

Robin was the infant who left the Home Management House at 

the youngest age (1? weeks, 3 days). He consumed the highest mean 

nimber of ounces er day (31.75). Martin was the infant who left 



Table 80. Pesults of Comparison of Sociometric Data with Bowel }4o'vement Records of Five Infants 

- 

Question 2 - Mean 

T 

Q.uest5.on 2- Range ueti IO -Ma uat1on IO 

Infants Result Infants Result Infantø Ilesult - i: ff 

Infante 

- . 

.. .. 

2 Higher moai 2 Greater range 

.:. 

3 Lower mezm 3 Snai1r 
vith highest with zero with highest range with 

score score score htghest score 

(i not clear- (i. not clear- 

-- 
- 
- ---------------------- 

cut) 
- * - - 

cut) 
- a - * a - - - - - 

2 Lower mean 2 No consistent 3 Lover mean 2 No consistent 

with zero relation with lowest reTh-tion 

score acore 

1 Nó consistent i Greater range 1 No consItmt 
relation with highest relation 

scores 

I- 
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the Hone Managient House at the o)Àest chronological age (42 

weeke, 5 days). He consumed a mear number of ounces (24.95) only 

.9 ounces greater thnu the lowest meen. (24.05), whIch was consumed 

by Duncan who left the Home Management House at the age of 36 weeks. 

Material on mei number of ounces consumed daily by the f ie 
infants (considered by terms or groute) seems to suggest no con- 

sistent tendency for the meen to increase or decrease with increase 

in: chronological age aM/or longer stay in the House. However, this 

conroarison is made regardless of the infants' relative chronolo- 

gical ages, and may reflect a lack of tendency to increase or de- 

crease with longer stay in the House. Martin and Duncan seemed to 

show a decrease in mean; Robin seemed to show an Increase, and neither 

Carl nor Patty seemed to show consistent increase or decrease in meen. 

A comparison between mean number of ounces consumed during 

stay in the Home Management House and during college vacation periods 

seems to suggest no consistent tendency for the five infants. Of 

seven vacation oerIods spent in a home by the five infants, five 

were ,eriods during whtchthe infants consumed a higher aean number 

of ounces per dey than the mean for the respectivetotal periode in 

the Houøe. Only Duncan and Patty consumed a lower mean number of 

ounces per day lu the home than during their entire periods in the 

Home Management Houses. Therefore, three of the five infants 

consumed a higher mean number of ounces per d&y in the home than 

in the Home Management House. The numbers are too small for any 

conclusion to be baaed on them. 
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It was found tbat al]. of the infants, exoet Robin, seemed to 

have a higher mean number of bowel movements with greater consum- 

tian of milk and a cerresronding lower mean number of bowel movements 

with lower consumtion of milk. Martin, Carl, and Fatty had the 

highest meen number of bowel movements while in the care of the 

child directors with whom they consumed the highest mean nuriber of 

ounces per day, and the lowest meen number of bowel movements with 

those Child directors in whose care they consumed the lowest mean 

number of ounces er day. The material on Duncan suggests this 

relation, with consumotion of the highest mean number of ounces 

while in the caro of those child. directors with whom he had the 

highest mean number of bowel movements er days With those child 

- directors in whose care he consumed the lowest mean number of ounces 

-per day, Duncan had a mean number of bowel movements er day (2.2O) 

only .05 higher than the lowest mean (2,l5) The corresponding 

material on Robin seems to suggest no similar relation between these 

two factors, but rather suggerts a similar relation between mean 

number of ounces er day and ramge in number of bowel movements. 

The material on all infants exceDt Robin suggests that with a 

decrease or increase in milk intake, there ïs a corresi,onding de- 

crecee or increase in number of bowel movements. 

lhen the acores on qiestion two of the sociometric questionnaire 

and. the mean number of ounces er day are corn-oared., there seems to 

be ao consistent relation between the two factors. The material on 

Oarl End Robin seemed to suggest a lower sean with those students 



zated. highest in t1eir gioups on question two; the material on 

Duncan eM Patty seemed to auggest a higher mean with those students 

rated highest in their gro*q,s on question two, and the material on 

Martin suggested no consistent tendency. 

The conrparion between scores on auestion ten aM the mean 

number of ounces er day auggesta a relation between how "comfortable" 

a students' teers feel with ber and the mean number of ounces con- 

surned. by the infant while in her care. The material for Martin, 

Carl arid Robin presentsa rather clear-cut suggestion of lower means 

with those students receiving the lowest scores in their groups on 

auestion ten. Although the inverse relation was not c3.e*r-cut 

with any of the three infantg the tendency was in the direction of 

higher mean with those students receiving the highest scores in 

their groups on question ten. The corresponding material on Duncan 

and Patty suggests a relation in the seme direction, but neither is 

as clear-cut as the material on Martins Carl, aM P.obln. 

2. Banne j Thmber Ounces er 

There seems to be little consistent relationship between range 

in daily number of ounces consumed by the infants with esci child 

director and position of the child director in the grout, i.e., first 
child director, second child director, and. so on. However, the 

greatest average range occurred with. one of the first three child 

directors in the case of al infante except Martin, aM the smallest 

average range occurred with one of the last three child directors 
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in the caee of all nfnts axceot Bo'bin. This may suggest some 

tondenc7 to resoonl to change by an increased range in daily number 

of ounces consumed. 

There seems to be no relation between chronological age and 

median or average range in number of ounces per day. The highest 

average range (11.75) and the highest median range (10.00) were found 

in data for Nartin on range in number of ounces per day. The 

smallest average range (6.15) and the smallest median range (6.00) 

were found in data for Car]. on range in number of ounces per day. 

The records for these two infants cover the longest spans of time 

of the five infants, time the greatest ranges in chronological age. 

The 1aci of relation between range in number of ounces per day 

and chronological age seems to be borne out by material on range in 

number of ounces per day considered by groups. Carl, Duncan, and 

Patty showed no tendency consistently to increase or decrease in 

range in number of ounces per day with increase in chronological 

age and/or longer stay in the Home Management House when results 

are analyzed by graues. Robin, on whom material for only one term 

is available, showed a slight increase from the first group to the 

second group. Martin had a smaller rango in number of ounces with 

the second group of each term than with the first growp, but no 

o?erall consistent tendcy to increase or decrease with increase 

in chronological age and/or longer stay in the ouee 

There seems to be no consistent tendency for the range in 

number of ounces of milk consuned daily by the five infants to be 



greater or smaller during vìcation er1ods eiit in a home than during 

time in the Home Management House. Of eYen vacation pertods sent 

in* O*e by the five infmts, four showed greater. and. three showed 

sna11er rengee then the average range in the Home Management House. 

The range or variation was greater than the House erage raige 

during Martin's Christmas and S-ring vacations, Carl* s Spring vaca- 

tion, and Patty's String vacation. The range was smaller than the 

House average range during Carl's Summer vacation, Robin's Thanks- 

giving vacation, and. Thincan' s Sring vacation. 

When the results from the socioetric data are compared with 

the records on range in number of ounces per days consumed in the 

care of ïndividual students, there seems to be no relation between 

the two factors. A tendency suggested by the material on one infant 

was ontradtcted or not borne out by corresponding material on the 

other four infants. 

A co«parison of mean number of ounces sr feeding during vaca- 

tian periods in a home and the period in the Home Management House 

suggests a tendency for a higher mean in a home. ?our of the five 

infants showed a higher mean during vacation periods; only Patty 

consumed a higher moan number of ounces in the Haine Management 

House th?i1 in a home. 

There seems to be no relation between chronological age on 

leaving the House and the nesn number of ounces pmr Sødlng. The 
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1owet meen nnmber of ounces er feeding during the total time in 

the Home Management House was Martin1s mean of h.71. The highest 

mean was 6.63 ounces, consumed by Carl per feeding. 

There eerns to be no relation between length of stay in the 

House and/or chronological age in consideration of meens by grouts 

and/or terms. Martin and Duncan seemed to show a tendency to de- 

crease in meen number of ounces i-,er feeding; Robin end Patty seemed 

to show a tendency to increase, and. Carl seemed to show neither 

tendency. 

A comparison of sociornetric data and the mean number of ounces 

per feeding seems to show no consistent relation between the factors 

for the fire infants, 

In the comparison between ares on qu.stion two and the mean 

number of ounces er feeding, records for Martin and i)uncan seemed 

to show no consistent relation between the two factors; the records 

of Robin and. Patty seemed to show little relation between the two 

factors, but in the direction of higher mean with those students 

receiving the highest scoi'eß; Carl's records seemed to suggest a 

possible tendency for lower mean with students receiving highest 

scores in their grops on ciuestion two. 

In the comparison of scores on question ten aM the mean number 

of ounces oer feeding, Martin's md Duncan's records suggested. no 

consistent relation; Car]. and Robin's possible tendency contradicted 

that suggested by material on. Patty. 



& Rae J mber Feediìzs er 

There eeeme to be no relation between chronological ae ixpon 

leaving the Home Management Hoise and rge in rtu.mber of feedings 

ier day. The greatest average range in nwnber of feediigs i,er day 

'wae ?artins average range o 2.58. The smallest average range was 

.78 (Carl). 

There seems to be o reùtion between rnedian range nd chrono- 

logical age upon leaving the Home Management Höuse. The greatest 

median range was 2 to 3 (Martin) and. the sm11est median range was 

i (Carl and Patty). Robin and lXmcan showed median ranges of 2. 

There seems to be no relation between increase in chronological 

ago andfor longei stay in the House and. avermge range in number of 

feedings per day by grours. Carl and. Robin showed a tendency to 

decrease in average range considered by groups, but the other three 

infants showed neither a tendency to decrease nor increase with 

increase in chronological age and/or longer stay in the House. 

A comparison between average range in number of feedings Der 

day in the Home Management House and range in a home showed no 

consistent tendency by the five infants. Of seven vacation reriods 

spent by the five infants In a home1 four showed a greater range in 

number of feedings per day than the average range in the Houses and 

three showed a smaller range than the average range in the House. 

There seems to be no simiirity in Dattern among the five 

infants when range in number of feedings er day is considered in 

relation to chronologleal position of the child director, 



relation between range In number of feedingß end mean zrnmber 

of ounces per day considered by chronological titiazi of the child 

directorg as euggested by the taterial on C&rl Robin, nd Duncian. 

In the care of the chil4 director with whom these infmts couuiod 

the highest rnea nurnbr of ounces ier day, they hcI the gretsst 

range in number of feodlngs per day. ho inverse of this relation 

seern also to be evident in these three cases. The corresDonding 

material ozi Martin nd Patty dici not ßuggest a similar relation. 

A comparison between ociornetric data end ringe in number of 

feedings per day seemed to suggest little relation between the two 

factors. Three of the five infants showed no consistent relation 

between quastion two and range in number of feedinga per day. The 

tendencies suggested by Martin's ath Carl's records contradict 

each other. Three of the five infants showed no consistent relation 

between çuostion ten and range in number of feedings per day. Tenden- 

cies suggested by Duncan's and Patty's records contradict each other. 
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vi. DISCUSSION OP SUMMARY 

The number of dMly bowel mo'ement which these inThnts had. 

eem to gi?e an ind.ic&tiou of their response to stuation. Changes 

in groups of child directors result in an increase in mean iimnber of 

bowel movements as well as In greater variation In number of bowel 

movements in foir of the five cases. With the last two or three child. 

directors in the groups there was a decrease tri mean and range in 

number of bowel movements in four of the five cases. 

ere seems to be a ositive relation between the mean number 

of daily bowel movements and the range in number of daily bowel move- 

merits. comparison between mean and range in number of bowel 

movements tabulted by chronGlogical Dosition of the child. directors 
in the group reveals that three of the infants had the lowest 

mean and the smallest range with the srne child directors, end another 

infant showed a tendcy in the seme direction. 

As might be oxected there seems to be a direct relation be- 

tween mean number of bowel movements Der day and daily cons'ur!mtion 

of milk. With increase in milk consunmtion, there is a corres,ondm,g 

increase in number of bowel movements, and with a decrease in milk 

consunotion there is a correspondin decrease in number of bowel 

movements. One infant showed a closer relation between milk intake 

nd range in number of bowel movements than mean number of bowel 

movements. However, this seems to be a logical relation if we accept 

range and. mean as related. indices. 
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There ee to be a direct relation between increase in chrono- 

logical age and decreased daily consimption of milk. It is likely 

that, with increased intake of solid foods by the older infants, there 

is a. corresponding decrease in milk intake 

A pOstble answer to the c1uetiøn of why an infant conawnes more 

milk in the care of one child director and less in the care of 

another is siggested by a comparison of the results on question ten 

on the sociometric ratings and the meen number of ounces per day. 

I t was foimd that all of the infants teMed to cons'ume les milk 

in the care of those student* receiving the lowest scores in their 

groups on question ten. This result suggests a relation between 

how timcomfortahle a stuclent'$ teers feel with her and how the 

tnThnt responds t the student. Perhas the infantst response to 

a student with whom her teers feel relativ-ely umcomforta'bleft is a 

decreased consumption of milk. The comparison of sociometric data 

with bøwel moernents records revea.ld. no çonaitent relation between 

the t'o factors. 

There is an indication of mlation between range in daily number 

of feedings and mean daily number of ounces consumed by three infants. 

The infants consumed the highest number of ounces while in the care 

of those child directors with whom there was the greatest range in 

number of daily feedings. The inverse relation is aleo evident. 

A greater ra.ne in number of feedings may indicate greater flezi- 

butt7 OU the part of the students caring for the infant at the 

time the infwits respond favorably, by consuming more milk (if we 
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accet a greater consumption f milk s being more ¿eirb1e than a 

smaller conumtion of milk), iie contoarioua were made within 

grons of students, which restricts the range in chronological age 

to less thzn. six weeks in most cases; this should e1iminte somewhat 

the factor of decreased consumption of milk with increase in chrono- 

logical age 

A. Individual Differences of Infants 

Carl was the only in!ant who o1lowed the pattern of the 

majority of the infants in all of the above-rnentioned relations. 

Maz'tin followed the patterai of the majority in ali respects except 

that between mean number of ounces per da and range in daily 

number of feedings. The material on )4at1n showed no consistent 

relation between these two factors 

The material on Duncan either was wholly in agreement with, 

or suggested in a. leas clear-cut iatner, the seme results as the 

majority of the five, excert for an increase in renge in number at 

bowel movements while in the care of the sixth child directors, 

after the decrease in range with the fourth and fifth child 

directors. 

Th5 material on Patty differed from the majority in only two 

resi-'ects. There was no relation between mean nwnber of ounces of 

mklk consumed cor day and range in daily number of feedings. Patty 

also showed an increase in range in number of bowel movements with 

the ixtb child directors, atter a decrease in range with the third 
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through the fifth child directors. Otherwise, the material o 

fatty either was lU agreeTnnt wIth, or s'gested in lees c3ear-t 

rnnner, the sane relatlonr s the majority of the lnfrits. 

Robin deviated most from the *ther infants in these relations. 

He showed an iucreae In range in number of bowel movements with the 

fifth and sixth Child directors, rather than a decrease. He showed 

a Deak in raxge in number of bowel rno'vements lete in care by groups 

of child directors ; the other four infants showed peaks earl7 in 

care by groups. He did not have the smallest range and the lowest 

mean number of bowel movements with the sme child directors as 

did all of the other iníants. Instead of a relation between daily 

coneuzption in mean number of ounces and the daily meei number of 

bowel movements, obin showed a stnilar relation between mean 

nuiber of ounces and rsnge in number of bowel movements. If we 

remember that Bobin had the highest meEn number of bowel rnovemente 

of any of the infnts ,e may see that there in the possibility, 

previousiy mentioned, of a relation between these two indices. 

Pobin with his high number of bowel movements, seemed to show his 

response to situations more by the nwnber of bowel movements rather 

than in the range in numbers. Robin' s deviations f rein the patterns 

of the other infants show how individual differences in response may 

appear among infants. 
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VII. CO1CIXJSIONS 

The evideuce on which the con1us1ons are baaed may be eun- 

narzed as follows: 

.A11 five infexits had the lowest meen rnunber of daily bevel niove- 

ments while ther were in the caro of the fifth or sixth child 

directors in the grou'ps, (Martin aM Carl - sixth Robin, Duncan 

aM Patty - fifth). Three of the five infants had the highest mean 

number of bowel movements while in the care of the first child 

director in the grou; one had high meens while in the care of the 

first and second child directors, and the fifth had the highest mean 

while in the care of the second child director. Martin and Carl 

had a second high point with the fourth chili director. 
The differences in range or variability in number of daily 

bowel movements are smaller, but suggest a pattern. The smallest 

average range in number of daily bowel movements in the cases of 

Iartin, Carl, and Duncan occurred while they were in the care of the 

fifth or sixth child director; in the case of Robin, the smallest 

average range occurred with the second child director, and in the case 

of Patty, with the third child director. The greatest or second 

greatest average range occurred with the first and/or second child 

director in the case of all of the infants excet Robin. In his 

case it came with the fourth and fifth child directors. 
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Robin differs from the others In that bis smallest average range 

with the second child. director in the group and the greatest 

with the fourth and fifth. He seemed to respond to change by be- 

coming 1es variable while the others tended. to become more variable 

in number of bowel movements. 

There are interesting differences between records on feeding 

and the records on bowel movements. The mean number of ounces per 

de . y varies very little with the different child directors taken in 

orders The differences which exist are in the direction of less 

variation in amount of milk consumed with the child directors who 

take care of the infant later in the groupt time in the House, 

(sixth with Thmcan, fifth with Martin and Patty, fourth with Car1) 

Again, Robin differs from the others. The least variation for him 

occurred eíith the first child director. It may be significant that 

the pattern is the s&me for him for both the bowel movements and 

the feeding. RobÍn was the youngest hen he left the House and was 

observed over the shortest period of time. 

Feeding seems to be leas of an index to response to grow. change 

on the rart of the infants than the bowel movements, but it may be 

more of an index to response to individual differences in the studts 

as shown by the sociometric data. There was some evidence that the 

infants conawned less milk with those students whose peers rated 

them as Deople they felt less comfortable with. The infrnts' 

resionses in the area o bwei movements were not as clear-cut in 

the serie way. 
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The resu1t suggeat a change in groupe caring for the chi]4 

affects the infants more than a change in individuals caring for him. 

Differences in the iMivithials caring for the infants seem to 

influence the feeding behavior more than the bowel movements. 

The big change for an infant in the Home Management House seems 

to come with the change in a grou of studant. Attention should 

be riven to making this transition as easy as rossible for hint. 

Changes in care by individual child. directors within the groups seem 

to affect the infant relettvel7 little, îerhaps because he is usually 

cared for by all the tu.dents at times during an individual child 

director's duty with him. 

The differences are not large in any case which may indicate 

that the effect of a succession of teople caring for an infant is 

not great under the condition trevailing in these Houses, and there 

is no clear-cat evidence that it is cwuIative. 

Individual differences aptear with one of the five infants 

reacting in a somewhat different way to change than the other four 

infants. 

It would be of value to iee whether these results are confirmed 

when a larger number of cases is studied. 
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